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In recent years, the fast proliferation of smartphones devices has provided pow-
erful and portable methodologies for integrating sensing systems which can run
continuously and provide feedback in real-time. The mobile crowd-sensing of human
behaviour is an emerging computing paradigm that offers a challenge of sensing
everyday social interactions performed by people who carry smartphone devices upon
themselves. Typical smartphone sensors and the mobile crowd-sensing paradigm
compose a process where the sensors present, such as the microphone, are used to infer
social relationships between people in diverse social settings, where environmental
factors can be dynamic and the infrastructure of buildings can vary.
The typical approaches in detecting social interactions between people consider
the use of co-location as a proxy for real-world interactions. Such approaches can
under-perform in challenging situations where multiple social interactions can occur
within close proximity to each other, for example when people are in a queue at the
supermarket but not a part of the same social interaction. Other approaches involve
a limitation where all participants of a social interaction must carry a smartphone
device with themselves at all times and each smartphone must have the sensing app
installed. The problem here is the feasibility of the sensing system, which relies
heavily on each participant’s smartphone acting as nodes within a social graph,
connected together with weighted edges of proximity between the devices; when users
uninstall the app or disable background sensing, the system is unable to accurately
determine the correct number of participants.
In this thesis, we present two novel approaches to detecting co-located social interac-
tions using smartphones. The first relies on the use of WiFi signals and audio signals
to distinguish social groups interacting within a few meters from each other with
88% precision. We orchestrated preliminary experiments using WiFi as a proxy for
co-location between people who are socially interacting. Initial results showed that
in more challenging scenarios, WiFi is not accurate enough to determine if people
are socially interacting within the same social group. We then made use of audio as
a second modality to capture the sound patterns of conversations to identify and
segment social groups within close proximity to each other. Through a range of
real-world experiments (social interactions in meeting scenarios, coffee shop scenarios,
conference scenarios), we demonstrate a technique that utilises WiFi fingerprinting,
along with sound fingerprinting to identify these social groups. We built a system
which performs well, and then optimized the power consumption and improved the
performance to 88% precision in the most challenging scenarios using duty cycling
and data averaging techniques.
The second approach explores the feasibility of detecting social interactions without
the need of all social contacts to carry a social sensing device. This work explores
the use of supervised and unsupervised Deep Learning techniques before concluding
on the use of an Autoencoder model to perform a Speaker Identification task.
We demonstrate how machine learning can be used with the audio data collected
from a singular device as a speaker identification framework. Speech from people
is used as the input to our Autoencoder model and then classified against a list
of “social contacts” to determine if the user has spoken a person before or not.
By doing this, the system can count the number of social contacts belonging to
the user, and develop a database of common social contacts. Through the use
100 randomly-generated social conversations and the use of state-of-the-art Deep
Learning techniques, we demonstrate how this system can accurately distinguish new
and existing speakers from a data set of voices, to count the number of daily social
interactions a user encounters with a precision of 75%. We then optimize the model
using Hyperparameter Optimization to ensure that the model is most optimal for the
task. Unlike most systems in the literature, this approach would work without the
need to modify the existing infrastructure of a building, and without all participants
needing to install the same app
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In a technological world where smartphones devices and wireless connectivity are
becoming more common, there is a significant scope to develop methodologies for
the gathering of hard data about the behavioural activities of users within diverse
social environments, for the purpose of life-logging, memory augmentation and social
sensing. It’s possible to imagine an automated system which can track the ongoing
social interactions between a set of users in urban environments whilst branching away
from energy-consuming Global Positioning System (GPS) [10] methodologies and
instead use new techniques which can passively track with less power consumption,
without requiring visibility of the sky, and continuously.
There is an increasing interest in using technologies that can capture, record and
analyse the daily activities of people [11]. From the perspective of self-improvement,
the quantified-self movement1 is aiming to offer ways for individuals to record and
understand their own behaviour. In a societal scale, tracking the activities of people
can allow the analysis of the behaviour of whole communities, and enable large-
scale analytics [12]. These visions are primarily motivated by the proliferation of
life-logging technologies that can capture events, experiences, and raw data, whilst
keeping them in a chronological time-line [13]. The ”life data” that is involved in life
logging, can be acquired using devices such as sensors or actuators, where it is then
1Quantified self is a movement that incorporates technology to acquire data by self-sensing
various aspects of an individual’s life, with an aim to improve self-awareness and human performance.
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stored and examined. Recent technologies can be used to develop self-monitoring and
self-sensing devices for life logging, which would deliver information of behavioural
changes, quantified-self and more [14].
Social sensing describes the capture and utilisation of social contexts during everyday
interactions. It allows the sensing of social situations dynamically, such as conver-
sations, team activities, meetings and so on [15–17]. More recently, social sensing
has allowed the detection of more sophisticated interactions, such, conversational
flows, co-location patterns and emotion. Sensing specifics requires more complicated
logic to deliver accuracy, which unfortunately come at the expense of power. Due
to the portable nature of a smartphone, there is an opportunity to use this device
as a wireless life-logging device through the creation of an app, which can make
use of a background service that can track users as well as the implementation
of a graphical user interface that can visualise the life-data recorded by the user
tracking. However, life-logging devices are typically battery powered and would
require continuous sensing, meaning that power consumption would be an important
issue to tackle. Therefore, the app would need to contain techniques that are accurate
and remain stable across the duration of a user’s daily life.
Continuous sensing systems can be used to increase our understanding of human
behaviour, health and much more. This thesis investigates how that might be
possible by utilising the sensors on-board of a smartphone device to capture the
social co-presence of humans in real time using smartphone devices. There are two
main aspects: (1) the accurate tracking of social interactions in different scenarios
and (2) the scalability of the tracking system, which can be utilised to capture the
social context from other participants who are not using the sensing system.
Context aware computing is an approach in Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing,
where technology can be aware of the “context” of the user and adapt to that
context [18]. It can enrich the capabilities of intelligent and smart devices. It works
by collecting situational information about the environment and is used to enrich
user-experience based on the information collected. For example, current smartphone
devices will have screens which can auto-adjust the brightness in accordance to
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the light levels around the user and can even rotate the user-interface automati-
cally based on an angle in which the user is holding the device. When collecting
information, devices need to be wireless, powered by battery and contain relevant
sensing technologies. A smartphone device is a suitable match for this criteria and
can be used for building context aware systems. It is presumed that most people
will always carry their smartphone device with them wherever they go, and these
devices typically contain a variety of sensing technologies, such as accelerometer,
GPS, gyroscope, magnetometer, microphone and proximity sensor. These technolo-
gies can each contribute to the recording and collecting of situational information
about the environment. This means that a large portion of smartphone devices have
access to the internet, without restrictions, which would ultimately allow situational
information to be easily transferred or shared to a central data storage point, and
thus makes smartphones an even greater context aware system. The question here
is whether any methods of human co-presence detection could be utilised into a
real-world environment, on a large scale deployment, without any constraints and
minimum intrusiveness.
Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google. It comes installed on a
variety of smartphones and tablets, and is the most used mobile operating system
[19]. The benefit with Android is that the smartphone device will typically support
a number of wireless communication methods which are able to wirelessly collect and
transmit data. Android devices are rechargeable and can compute in the background
whilst the device is not being used by the user. iOS is another popular mobile
operating system solely for smartphone manufacturer ”Apple”. Unfortunately, back-
ground processing in iOS is highly regulated, with only certain types of background
processing allowed. Android and iOS are essentially two different platforms, and
while Android is fairly straightforward to deal with, iOS is not. Building a sensing
app which works for both platforms is problematic, and therefore the majority of
work carried out in this thesis makes use of only Android smartphone devices.
For social sensing, the sensor technologies inside smartphone devices can be used
to employ device discovery, which can be used to interpret as human co-presence.
Further to this, the device can also sense the environment around itself; not only can
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the device detect if two users are interacting, but if they are indoors, outdoors, in
the rain, in a humid environment or even participating in certain activities. Whilst
outside, devices can capture the GPS location available from active satellites to
determine the positioning of the device within the world. However, in indoor urban
spaces, with no access to the sky, GPS stops working and typical approaches will
instead use the signals transmitted from nearby WiFi access points to measure how
far a device is from a the access point; if two devices are the same distance from the
access point, it can be inferred that they are co-located.
Audio is another modality of smartphone sensing, since microphones are typically
within the device and can record in the background to periodically collect audio
samples. The great thing here, is that the microphone can be accessed at any time,
as long as the user has accepted a permission on the smartphone. And the device
can record as much as it likes, storing the raw audio data in lossy or lossless methods,
or extracting auditory features on the fly. Moreover, the continuous sensing of audio
can be facilitated by typical duty cycling techniques [20], which can be applied to
reduce the battery consumption whilst maintaining the accuracy of a continuous
sensing system.
A recent addition is the mobile system-on-chip technology 2 which increases the
performance of Android devices. Machine learning solutions are highly useful when
packaged into Android apps and running them on the mobile platform, however,
this technique has computational overhead on device CPU and can drain battery.
To overcome these issues, there are a number of attempts to use hardware accel-
eration by using GPUs or DSPs [21, 22], with good energy consumption. Huawei,
Samsung, MediaTek and others have developed dedicated AI chipsets to help make
AI affordable, effective, and reliable whilst sufficiently powerful computing power.
These chipsets claim to accelerate computer vision, natural language processing, and
additional machine learning tasks in smartphones. There are even apps dedicated to
benchmarking the performance of an AI chipset within a device [23].
2System-on-chip is the term used to describe a complete processing system contained in a single
package. It combines multiple components into a single chip on a smartphone device to save space,
cost, and power consumption. This single chip also connects to other components, such as cameras,
display, RAM, and flash storage
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Machine learning can improve the performance of real-world applications [24] by
using a mathematical models to train data to make predictions or decisions without
being explicitly programmed to perform the task. Machine learning algorithms are
used in a vast selection of tasks including computer vision and audio processing.
Deep Learning is a subfield of machine learning, and involves the usage of algorithms
inspired by the structure and function of the brain. More specifically, these are
known as neural networks. In deep learning, a computer model is trained to perform
classification tasks directly from input data such as text, images, sound or signals.
Models are typically trained using a large data sets compared with typical machine
learning, which consists of labelled data multi-layer neural network architectures.
Figure 1.1: Overview of an bitmap image input for a neural network, represented
by 3 channels of Red, Green and Blue with a width and height of 5 and each value
representing a pixel in the bitmap
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a deep learning algorithm that can take an
input image and assign weights/bias (importance) to various sections of the image.
As humans, we are are able to look at a photograph of a street, and we are able to
identify which parts of the street are road and which parts are cars. A CNN can be
useful in teaching a machine to identify the separate components, using digital image
data. For example, if we imagine that we have a 2D image, such as a bitmap (see:
figure 1.1), this image can be represented as a vector which has a width, a height
and a depth (for the image’s RGB values). This data can be used as the input for
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a CNN, which is trained to learn a specific classification task, such as identifying
whether the image is of a car or not.
Figure 1.2: Overview of an example Convolutional neural network, showing the 4
stages: convolution, pooling, fully connected and classification. In this example, the
model is trained to identify a binary decision: whether or not the input image is a
car
A CNN typically starts with a convolution stage (as described visually in figure 1.2),
where we can extract a small patch from this image and then run it through a tiny
neural network to produce N outputs (known as filters or kernels). If we slide that
little neural network across the image without changing the weights, we end up with
another drawn image with a different width, a different height, and more importantly
- a different depth. Instead of just R, G and B, now we have an output that’s has
K colour channels. After this convolution stage, the next is pooling. Pooling is a
technique used to reduce the spatial size of the convolved feature; to decrease the
computational power required to process the data through dimensionality reductions.
The next step is to feed the output of the pooling layers into Fully-Connected layers.
Using Fully-Connected layers is a generally a way for the model to learn a non-linear
function in that space. And finally, the output is flattened and classified using the
Softmax Classification [25] technique, which in short turns the numeric output of
the Fully-Connected layers into probabilities of classes. Over multiple epochs, the
model should be able to distinguish between dominating and low-level features and
use this to classify the contents of an image.
With speech processing, the same thing can be applied and we can use raw speech
for a 2D CNN architecture with little pre-processing. In this methodology, instead
of having a depth of 3 like a typical bitmap, we use a depth of 1 which contains a
single-channel image consisting of audio data. The data for this instance would be
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Figure 1.3: Example of a 2D Spectrogram from a sample of audio. In this figure, the
x-axis is the duration of the audio track in seconds and the y-axis is the frequency of
the audio signal in Hertz
the 2D Spectrogram data of the audio frequencies, where the X-Axis represents time
and the Y-Axis represents frequency in Hz. An example can be found in figure 1.3.
A CNN is not the only method available. Alternatively, there are also Graph Neural
Networks (GNN) — a neural network that can learn from graph-structured data,
which has no notion of rotation or translation of it’s input. GNNs are typically used
to classify much larger images [26].
1.1 Thesis Contributions
This dissertation explores the sensing of human social interactions using smartphone
devices. The principal contributions of this thesis are:
• A collaborative sensing system designed for Android devices entitled ‘Next2me’,
which aims to capture the social interactions performed by social groups within
close proximity to each other, but separate by nature. The system is deployed
as a smartphone app that users can install onto their Android devices, and
works by automatically collecting data about the signal strengths of nearby
WiFi access points to determine if people are co-located. Once the system
determines that people are co-located, a cloud service uses the similarity
of audio fingerprints captured by the smartphone microphones to separate
social groups. This system does not require the training on voice samples of
participating users and yields high precision in these dense social scenarios.
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• A separate and scalable continuous tracking system entitled ‘Speaking2Me’,
which aims to capture social information without the need for all social contacts
to use the technology. This system captures social information by using the
audio signals only, which can operate on a single smartphone device only.
The system makes use of a deep learning autoencoder to extract encoded
representations of people’s voices and then calculates speaker identification and
speaker counting using a trained binary classification neural network model.
This system is designed to minimise memory footprint of the trained model,
and does not require the training of voice samples from participants social
contacts.
These systems have no reliance on the existing infrastructure of buildings in which
conversations may occur, and can work anywhere. There is also no need to train
these systems with new data from the social contacts of participants. These are both
social sensing solutions which are scalable and are easy to deploy.
1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 presents a literature review exploring the various aspects of sensing using
smartphone devices. From WiFi sensing, audio sensing, to multiple modal methods
of sensing. The challenges of these methodologies then motivate the review of the
technologies used to passively detect social interactions, including the use of Machine
Learning.
Chapter 3 presents a study exploring the use of a continuous sensing system to
passively track and collect data about the social interactions which occur during
everyday life. This section of the thesis dives into a new study that was conducted
to test the implementation of a social sensing mobile app system based on WiFi and
Audio Signals called ”Next2Me”, where the participants ran the app on their Android
smartphone devices. An analysis identifies the key social groups which occurred
throughout experiments, and provides a precision performance of 88% within noisy
environments, including any smartphones that are placed in users’ pockets - whilst
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maintaining a very low energy footprint (less than 3% of battery capacity per day).
Chapter 4 looks into the scalability issues of the Sensing System described in
Chapter 3, where all participants are required to use the same technology. This
chapter also describes the construction of a new sensing system which uses a Speaker
Identification methodology to count the number of participants from within a social
interaction using Deep Learning and Smartphone devices. This method makes use
of an autoencoder-based deep learning approach to produce an technique which can
operate in an unsupervised manner without the need to use training data from the
speech of social contacts from participants. This is followed by a binary logistic
classification to improve accuracy when compared to a threshold based classification.
In 100 generated social scenarios, the Speaker Identification system performs at 74%
precision.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the work conducted in this thesis and discusses
the contributions made to research area and concludes on the research questions and
contributions made in this thesis.
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This literature review focuses on the technologies used in Social Sensing using
smartphone devices. It covers the many technologies used in location and co-location
techniques by single modality or multiple modality approaches.
For single modality, this review looks into the use of Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) for detecting when people are close to each other. It also reviews Signal
Strength approaches using trilateration or triangulation, Location Fingerprinting
techniques using Bluetooth or WiFi, and the use of WiFi Probes for infrastructure-
based techniques.
For Multiple modalities, this review looks into the use of Bluetooth combined with
WiFi, the use of accelerometer to enrich data sets, and the use of wearable-technologies
to capture social data about the wearer.
Finally, this literature review covers the use of Speech Processing, to explore how
Voice Activity Detection is used to detect when speech occurs within an audio stream,
and then how Speaker Identification is utilised to identify a speaker from data, which
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Table 2.1: Comparison of reviewed proximity/distance estimation-based systems
2.1 Single Modality
Smartphones with an embedded GPS sensor are being increasingly used for location
determination, which enables location-based services that can deliver location context
to map apps. When using location data, it’s possible to compare the co-ordinates
of two devices to deem if they are both co-located or not. The GPS sensor on the
smartphone devices provides adequate accuracy, however, the main limitations are
that it costs such a high energy consumption and is unavailable in locations where
the sky is obscured and view of GPS satellites is not available [31]. The transmitted
GPS signals also exhibit strong linearity, and are thereby subject to diffraction and
reflection by buildings [2].
This section reviews alternative modalities to the use of GPS for location-based
systems. WiFi is explored due to it’s low-powered and continuous sensing possibilities.
Many WiFi systems exist, including various ways of analysing the signal strength
received from nearby WiFi access points. These are compared in table 2.1. This
section also looks into the use of Ultrasound and how this methodology can be
used for localisation within buildings, and we take a look at Bluetooth technologies
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embedded in off-the-shelf smartphones and how they are used for indoor-localisation
techniques.
2.1.1 Comparison Metrics
When comparing data collected from multiple devices and inferring distance between
each device, it’s not exactly plausible to infer this ‘distance’ as meters or centimetres.
Therefore, a common practise is to use a distance or similarity metric, such as
Euclidean distance or Manhatthan distance.
Let’s assume that we have two data sets of WiFi access point signal strengths
collected from two smartphone devices and received during a 5-minute window. The
Euclidean distance between two vectors p and q is defined as:




where d is the distance of the straight line between two points (p, q) in Euclidean
space. With this metric, we can assume that a distance of 0 means both devices
were extremely close between this 5-minute capture window, because the vectors
are identical. Whereas, the larger the distance, the further away the vectors are in
the Euclidean space, and thus the devices are likely further away from each other,
because the vectors are more dissimilar.
Manhattan distance on the other hand, can be defined as the distance between two




Manhattan Distance is occasionally preferred over the use of Euclidean distance in
machine learning tasks when the dimensionality of the data increases.
Alternatively, for the same task, you might want to use a similarity metric to compare
the vectors. The Jaccard coefficient is a measure of similarity between two sets. For
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The Jaccard coefficient will be equal to 1 if the sets are exactly the same, and 0 if
they are very dissimilar.
2.1.2 Signal Strength Trilateration Approaches
Trilateration is a technique that uses the known distance from at least three fixed
points in 2D space to calculate the position of a user. In this case, the fixed points
are represented as signal emitting WiFi Access Points or cellular towers, as outlined
in figure 2.1.
In [32], the authors design a system for calculating the exact location of user given
the exact location of WiFi access points and distances from each access points to
user, which relies on a minimum of 3 access points to work. They note that their
system performs with 2 meters accuracy.
2.1.3 Signal Strength Triangulation Approaches
Figure 2.1: Overview of Triangulation technique using 3 access point stations. dn is
the distance of the user at (x, y) to corresponding access point APn(xn, yn). Image
source: [1]
Triangulation is a technique that computes the positions of a receiver based on the
measured angles between two known points. From those angles, the distances are
computed which are used to calculate coordinates for the target points.
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Bahl et al. [31] presented one of the first pieces of work that aimed to branch away
from energy-consuming GPS and instead use the RF LAN technology and signals in
the 2.4 GHz frequency to put forward a WiFi based technique for localisation. Using
this technology, Bahl hoped to triangulate a user’s co-ordinates for localisation using
just signal strength and performed tests using 3 base Access Point stations (2.4 GHz,
2 mbps) in open hallways and closed locations around a building. The users were
give laptops running Windows 95, which they had to carry around with them. By
doing this, Bahl used each base station to collect signal strength information from
each laptop device, including user’s orientation, which was used to help distinguish
between variations in signal strength readings from users. During these tests, users
would confirm their co-ordinates by selecting a position on a map, and then a closest
match search would be initiated using multi-dimensional searches (R-Tree, K-NN
ect.). From the closest match, distance is compared using the Euclidean distance
metric. The results show that Bahl can track moving users with an error distance of
3.5 meters, 19% worse than a stationary user, but with an overall median resolution
of 2-3 meters.
The work in [33] built a light weight and high accuracy localization system for
off-the-shelf smartphones, by using WiFi and microphone sensors. When the user is
determined to be within Line-of-Sight of at least three beacon devices, the authors
apply the triangulation technique to estimate the user’s actual location. However,
they note that ”in scenarios where the user is moving, (e.g. walking or running), this
triangulation technique is not always practically applicable due to the very short
duration available for location computations”.
2.1.4 Propagation-based Algorithms
Propagation based algorithms [38, 39] provide an estimation of a user’s position
by measuring the signal strength and taking into consideration the path loss from
radio towers or WiFi transmitters [40, 41]. The Multipath effect [42] introduces
random variations in the received signal amplitude over a frequency bandwidth. This
effect also varies depending on the location of the antenna as well as the type of
antenna used. Modelling the radio propagation is not an easy task in an indoor
environment because of the probability that path loss will remain a constant; path
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loss may change depending on the floor layout, moving objects, human density ect.
Radio propagation in such environments suffer from multi-path effect, and therefore
the accuracy of estimated location would be decreased. Alternatively, an approach
[43] is to estimate the distance by using the attenuation of emitted signal strength,
to attempt to calculate the signal path loss.
The use of RSSI for distance estimation is inconsistent and volatile to environmental
conditions [44]. Instead, a common technique is to use WiFi fingerprints, which are
represented as a vector set of sampled WiFi RSSI values from all the visible AP
from around the smartphone device, generating signal strength maps to be used for
matching against fingerprints from other smartphone devices.
2.1.5 Fingerprinting Approach
Since the work presented in [45], there has been huge advancement in the field of
smartphone technologies, which means that users can be tracked by much smaller
devices that can fit into their pockets. Most modern work is done using smartphones
[46–49], or from within the Access Points themselves [34]. Due to the infeasibility
of using just signal strength model-based distance estimation, most modern work
now employs a WiFi fingerprinting-based approach, which provides more accuracy,
is more robust and is ultimately cost-effective for indoor environments.
Location-fingerprinting (LF), mainly consists of two phases [2]: the first is an offline
phase, which is then followed by an online phase. The offline phase searches for
discoverable WiFi access points and collects their IEEE 802.l1b WiFi signal strength
for a training database (see figure 2.2); in this case, the trained database is a
collection of rooms, enrolled by a snapshot of their location fingerprint vectors. In
the second online phase, the fingerprints are retrieved by the smartphone device
and the location is estimated by matching similarity or distance to the LF database
of enrolled rooms (see figure 2.3). For social interaction detection, this method
can be adapted by modifying the offline phase to collect WiFi signal strength data
from every smartphone device, and then in the online phase, device proximity can
be detected by matching each smartphone’s recorded fingerprint against the data
collected by all other smartphones.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the offline phase, which collects WiFi RSS data to enrol
rooms via the generate of a Location Fingerprint. In this image there are 4 access
points, APn, and each room has a different signal strength to each access point.
Image source: [2]
Figure 2.3: Overview of the online phase, which attempts to locate users based on the
WiFi fingerprint collected by the smartphone device. In this image, the fingerprint
collected is quite similar to the enrolled fingerprint of Room 2. Image source: [2]
Work done in [49] by Farshad et al. looks into the various aspects underlying a WiFi
fingerprinting system, specifically, an investigation into the different definitions for
fingerprinting and location estimation algorithms across different indoor environments.
They compared the location estimation algorithms and modify WiFi fingerprints
based on patterns, such as WiFi strength, stability, variance, constancy and coverage.
This involves taking the raw WiFi signals and creating a subset in accordance to
a particular criterion. Each subset will contain 5 vector entries, however, Hu et al.
mentions in [50] that these approaches can either introduce some false information
or omit some useful information. Therefore, it can be presumed that introducing
new information into the fingerprints can cause dilution of vectors, and removing
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information can eliminate some of the more important data aspects from the analytics
process.
Farshad et al. [49] looked into how the WiFi Fingerprinting system worked within
an office environment and a shopping centre environment by calculating location
estimation errors of all possible combinations of location estimation algorithms.
These include deterministic distance metrics such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan
distance, Mahalanobis distance [51] and probabilistic techniques such as Gaussian
distribution and Log-normal distribution. It was discovered that for the office
environment, ‘default’ (unmodified fingerprint vectors) performed with the poorest
accuracy, and the best accuracy was achieved through ’Manhattan distance’. However,
in the shopping centre environment best results were achieved with ’Mahalanobis
distance’ in partnership with ‘constancy’ subset of WiFi fingerprints. This finding
suggests that signal strength needs to be processed in a specific ways for different
environments, in order to produce better accuracy dynamically.
2.1.6 WiFi Probes Based Approach
Although WiFi fingerprinting yields good results, a limitation is that all devices must
install the same app which collects the WiFi data. Another technique is to modify
the firmware of WiFi access points and listen to the packets of connected smartphone
devices (probes). Instead of the smartphone device collecting all of the information
about nearby Access Points, the Access Points collect all of the information about
nearby devices (as outlined in the discovery section of figure 2.4.
Vanderhulst et al. [34] presented the implementation of a human encounter detection
framework for measuring and analysing human behaviour in social settings. This
framework was evaluated through controlled experiments and accompanied by live
deployment, however, they concluded that these were limited in number of partic-
ipants and device variety. In this paper, Vanderhulst et al. propose to use WiFi
probes which are radiated from mobile devices periodically, as well as existing WiFi
access points to automatically capture radio signals, meaning that there is no need to
use any sensors from the user’s smartphone device, such as audio/video signals, GPS
coordinates, accelerometer or WiFi scans, and all of the data collection is performed
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Figure 2.4: IEEE 802.11 Network Discovery and Association Process overview. The
WiFi Probe scanning overview can be seen in the ‘discovery’ section. Image source:
[3]
within the access points themselves.
In their experiments, Vanderhulst et al. used 4 WiFi monitoring nodes (Meshliums)
which were deployed in an open-plan office space shared by 50 people to detect
whether people were queuing or not, as a test for volatility in groups. Each nodes was
located 10-20 meters apart and Received Signal Strength (RSS) fluctuations between
devices were aggregated by multiple detection samples over a 1 minute window. They
acknowledged that their system was not detecting any encounters for the queuing
scenarios. They also found that their system could detect encounters in the workplace
scenario, but with a smaller window size, because they could not distinguish between
individuals joining, or departing the workspace, unless the encounter was longer than
what they consider to be the boundary of an encounter.
In [35], Wang et al. used WiFi probes to determine the occupancy of buildings via a
novel Markov based feedback recurrent neural network algorithm and by diagnosing
the captured connection requests, responses and RSS values. Wang et al. concluded
that WiFi probe-based occupancy models have lower prediction error in terms of
occupants count.
In general, single modality methodologies, such as WiFi fingerprinting or probe-
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based approaches, the RSSI value can be used to determine the proximity between
smartphone users within a certain accuracy, but proximity is not enough information
to be making a presumption about whether or not an interaction is taking place,
since people can be close but within different social groups, queuing separately or in
the same work environment.
2.1.7 Portable Hot Spot Approach
Osmani et al. [36] proposed ‘Comm2Sense’ to exploit sensors embedded in smartphone
devices and to detect the proximity between two or more individuals with a median
accuracy of 0.5m. This distance estimation was calculated by allowing all devices to
act as a WiFi transmitter and receiver, in an effort to trade off the time-consuming
technique of WiFi fingerprinting, however, user effort was required to calibrate phone
signal. The work was carried out with the consideration that smartphones may one
day have an implementation of WiFi direct, which was added into Android 4.0 as
“WiFi Peer-to-Peer”.
The testing of this system was performed in three environments: an office, a balcony
and a meeting room. RSSI values were measured for 5 minute intervals at increments
of 0.5m, to the point that the signal strength had degraded to a minimal level.
Osmani et al. set the transmission power to 0 dBm and manually controlled the
state of the portable hot spot, however, this required the installation of a custom
firmware “Cyanogenmod”, which can only be done on devices which allow OEM
unlocking [52] (rooting the devices). The results suggested that this method would
require a training phase for every phone model, however, they attempted to address
this by using a path-loss model. By doing so, the system yielded better accuracy in
line-of-sight, but was sensitive to reflections and multiple-path propagation.
2.1.8 Ultrasound
Indoor localisation has received an increasing amount of attention primarily due
to it’s ability to leverage Internet of Things and ubiquitous connectivity. Various
techniques have been used to determine device localisation within a building [53, 54],
for example, in [54] Hazas et al. created a calculation for the relative position of
smartphone devices by relying on custom hardware that can emit ultrasonic signals.
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This unique technique breaks away from common methods which use samples of
WiFi or Bluetooth signals. The technique was proven to be very accurate, with a
50th percentile error of 2-4cm, however, a system like this needs ultrasound emitters
and receivers, which are currently not available in any smartphone device.
2.1.9 Bluetooth
Wireless technologies such as Bluetooth are generally the mechanisms which have
been proposed to provide indoor localisation services for users due to popular use
of off-the-shelf smartphone devices which come equipped with the technology, their
potential for high accuracy, and a relatively low infrastructure cost. Moreover,
Bluetooth-based localisation has gained prominence due to the introduction of
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) which achieves a much lower connectivity latency and
a power reduction of nearly 50% when compared to Bluetooth 4.0 and below. For
Bluetooth, discoverability signals are typically transmitted by one device and then
captured and fingerprinted by a receiver device to infer proximity between the two
points.
Comparatively, Bluetooth uses less power than WiFi [55] and is therefore more viable
for indoor location services, however, WiFi is more widely available in urban areas;
Bluetooth devices would need to be installed as an addition to existing building
infrastructures which can be undesirable.
Lots of work involving Bluetooth technologies involve proximity based approaches
which look to utilise the smartphones onboard sensor and establish the devices
distance from other Bluetooth transmitters [37, 56, 57].
2.1.10 Proximity-based Approaches
There have been many ways of detecting proximity between devices using wireless
sensors to estimate whether two participants are close enough for a social interaction
to be feasible, with Bluetooth being a main instrumentation. Many techniques
rely on the Time or Angle of Arrival, and measuring the Received Signal Strength
(RSS) [58] to estimate the distance by comparing the power constant that indicates
the signal strength in decibel-milliwatts (dBm) at a known distance [59, 60]. An
advantage with using BLE devices for proximity estimation is that manufacturers
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can configure the Bluetooth transmitters to use their own calibrated power constant,
which provides better proximity estimation.
Work in [61] uses WiFi signals and the captured RSSI values to determine proximity
between smartphone devices. They also use Bluetooth signals to capture ground
truth of the interactions, however, they conclude that due to the imperfect firmware
and software running on the smartphones, Bluetooth data is not always available; not
all users are scanning and discoverable at all times. This can introduce a situation
in which two persons are proximate, but Bluetooth does not capture those types of
events.
2.1.11 Improving Accuracy when using RSS Signals
Bluetooth, although low powered, typically suffers from noisy signals. In [62],
Ro¨besaat et al. describes an indoor location-based system which attempts to smooth
the noise present in Bluetooth RSSI signals by applying a Kalman Filter [63], and to
determine position fixes from combining trilateration and dead reckoning fixes to
establish if a user is close to a fixed location. In this work, Ro¨besaat et al. obtains
an accuracy of less than one meter and high stability position fixes when using
the Kalman filter. Considering that this approach is applied directly to the signal
strength values received, the Kalman smoothing technique can also be applied to
WiFi signals to improve signal strength stability in diverse and noisy environments
[64].
2.2 Multiple Modalities
Multiple modality is a technique used to combine different types of sensor technologies
in order to achieve a more robust system [65], to improve security [66] and to perform
with better recognition accuracy [67]. Researchers typically combine data sets in
order to improve the robustness of their systems. These data sets are usually















































Table 2.2: Comparison of reviewed multi-modal proximity/distance estimation-based
systems
2.2.1 Bluetooth + WiFi
In Meeting Mediator (MM), Kim et al. [68] created a portable context-aware
computing system which can detect social interactions to enhance group collaboration.
MM attempted to bridge the gap amongst group distribution by detecting social
interactions between group members and then providing a categorisation of the
behavioural differences between dominant and less-dominant group members. The
publication described a study, which aimed to answer the questions: How can we
assist groups to be more effective? Why do distributed groups and co-located groups
perform differently? What impact does dominant behaviour have on group dynamics
and performance? The system worked by having participants wear Sociometric
badges around their necks to capture the user’s voice, body movement through
accelerometer, Bluetooth proximity data between participants, face-to-face alignment
through infrared, and WiFi signals from fixed based stations. It concluded that
their system, was able to quantify the characteristics of dominant people and their
influence on other people within groups, which then allowed it to change distributed
groups so that they “...collaborated more like co-located groups, and reduced the
difference between dominant and non-dominant people by making everyone more
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energetic and involved”. The results showed that MM was able to correctly identify
76% of the people who were perceived to be “dominant” by themselves, through the
use of multiple modality (Bluetooth, WiFi and accelerometer). This is also a prime
example of the importance of having technologies that can be collect information
about the social interactions of individuals; when you consider that smartphones are
able to manage group distribution by sorting members in accordance to dominance,
you can also then envision the potential to explore other areas, such as tracking
personality traits, and then recommending friends based on a categorisation of these
characteristics.
2.2.2 Accelerometer
Work in [69] combines Bluetooth with “uDirect” [72] - an algorithm that can deter-
mine the standing orientation of the smartphone user based on accelerometer and
magnetometer data. The detection of the orientation of users can allow the discovery
of whether participants are facing each other as indication of interaction. However,
the particular technique relies on the proper placement of smartphones during social
interactions.
In [70] Matic et al. builds a system which captures speech activity from an off-the-
shelf accelerometer that rests on the participant’s chest and detects the vibrations
that are generated by vocal chords during phonation.
Work in [71] focuses on a machine-learning-based approach which leverages Bluetooth
(BLE), accelerometer and gyroscope technologies to predict social interactions for a
variable-sized crowd by relying on the data collected by smartphone devices. The
system achieves a 77.8% precision and 86.5% recall; notably a 30.2% performance
increase when compared to a Normalized Proximity based approach captured during
their own experiments.
2.2.3 Using RFID Devices
A section of the literature is also reserved to the capturing of face-to-face interactions
which occur between participants. Researchers believe that they can capture these
more accurately by the use of wearable technologies such as badges or smart watches.
The work in [4] develops “Opo” to capture social interactions without the need for
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Figure 2.5: The Opo wearable, next to a coin for scale. This device is typically
worn by participants on the front-facing part of their bodies in order to capture the
face-to-face interactions that participants may experience. Image source: [4]
infrastructure nodes or RF discovery protocols by using a wearable sensor with a
ultrasonic wake-up radio. The sensors are the size of a large lapel pin (see figure
2.5) and keep a 4-day lifetime with a 40 mAh battery. Opo is typically worn by
participants on the front-facing part of their bodies in order to capture the face-to-
face interactions that participants may experience (see figure 2.6). Opo claims to
track interactions with a ranging accuracy of 5 cm.
In [73] the authors present two studies to assess the construct and criterion validity
of RFID badges used to measure social interactions. These RFID badges were worn
by participants in multiple experiments during orchestrated social settings. They
concluded that RFID badges are in part a valid measure of social interactions and
the captured RFID signals are likely to be a true face-to-face interaction.
2.3 Social Sensing
Social sensing is rapidly progressing as a pervasive sensing paradigm, where people
are used as sensors to obtain situational data about the physical world. This
data is collected either directly from human observers, or by crowd-sourcing using
sensors in smartphones or various other wearables (e.g., Smartwatches, fitness bands).
This process typically involves a massive amount of sensory data. Social Sensing
approaches new challenges in behaviour science by being able to curate new types of
data sets about individuals and their surroundings.
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Figure 2.6: The Opo wearable, being worn by participants. The device simply clips
onto a tie or a pocket in a discrete manner. Image source: [4]
Smart cities aims to improve sustainability, create economic development, and
enhance quality of life factors for people living and working in the city. In this area,
social sensing focused on challenges such as preserving privacy of participants [74],
improving the energy efficiency of sensing devices [75], and the CarTel system [76]
aimed to monitor traffic patterns in a city to help drivers avoid congestion areas.
In the space of assisting people with disabilities, [77], Halperin et al. used a WiFi
signal based system to help blind users determine the presence of one or more people
in a room. In this work, the approximate distance of the users was determined by
reading the strength of the nearby WiFi signals emitted from nearby access points.
Unlike physical health conditions, the treatment and monitoring of mental illnesses
can rely on subjective measurement. This is where social sensing can become helpful.
In [78] Jiang et al. designed a portable wearable device for capturing data on long-
term personal mental health and well-being. This was implemented using multiple
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sensors, including a MEMS microphone, a behaviour sensor (using motion tracking
with a gyroscope/accelerometer chipset) and environmental sensing (temperature
and humidity sensor). In this work, the authors find a correlation of social features
and questionnaire scores.
By curating new types of data sets about individuals and their surroundings, social
sensing ultimately aims to assist people and improve their well-being using technology.
2.4 Speech Processing
Since most social interactions contain speech between participants, it makes sense
to use audio recordings as a technique for conversational detection. Audio is an
important part of social interaction between individuals. Some work uses the on-
board microphones of smartphones to record audio and use it for speaker recognition
or conversational turns [22, 79–81].
2.4.1 Voice Activity Detection
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is used to detect when speech occurs within an audio
stream, which can then be used to strip out all of the background noise from an audio
sample [82]. This technique is widely researched and used in audio signal processing
systems for speech encoding, speech recognition, and Speaker Identification tasks
[83], to eliminate some of the background noise and to improve the performance
of the system. Other work focuses more on the retrieval of spoken content from
audio samples, using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology and aims to
generates text transcripts of what the user is saying [84].
2.4.2 Speaker Identification
Speaker Identification is the process of identifying a speaker from data which rep-
resents the individual’s speech biometrics [5]. The characteristics that define a
person’s voice are different and the challenge is to differentiate speakers from other
speakers. Many systems use Speaker Recognition as a verification method, to enrol
new speakers into a data set or for security - to verify that the person is who they
say they are [85]. Other work use Speaker Identification techniques to count the
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Figure 2.7: Outline of typical speaker identification systems. The input speech is
taken and pre-processed, and then features are extracted. These features are passed
into a classification stage which can be used to make a decision on which participant
the input speech belongs to. Image source: [5]
number of speakers from a session of audio data [22, 81, 86].
The work done in DSP.Ear [22] presents a smartphone system that explores the use
of the latest low-powered Digital Signal Processing (DSP) co-processor technology in
mobile devices to enable the continuous and simultaneous operations by offloading
tasks to the DSP instead of running them on the CPU. DSP.Ear classifies speakers
from speech signals and also estimates the number of speakers in a room via an
unsupervised speaker counting technique presented in the Crowd++ paper [81], which
uses a voice activity detection technique that requires the use of pitch, specifically
the YIN fundamental frequency estimator [87]. Crowd++ counts the number of
speakers by comparing MFCC features extracted from speech and boosting accuracy
via a gender estimation produced by the pitch of the speech. DSP.Ear uses 10-minute
speech samples recorded by 22 speakers from their University department. The
Speaker Identification reuses the algorithmic elements introduced in the emotion
classification from [80]. A 128-component background Gaussian Mixture Model
representative of all available speakers is built and MAP adaptation is performed on
Perceptual Linear Prediction features [88] from speaker specific utterances to obtain
the speaker-dependent models. The Speaker Identification technique performs at
95% accuracy across the 22 participants.
The speaker counting in DSP.Ear is applied when the conversation is over, by
extracting MFCC features into clusters. The final stage of their algorithm compares
the clusters against each other using the cosine similarity [89] and the inferred gender
of the speaker represented by the cluster. The total number of identified clusters is
inferred as the number of speakers in the conversation.
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2.4.3 Using Vector Quantization
Vector Quantization (VQ) is a popular unsupervised learning algorithm for speech
features. It allows the modelling of probability density functions by the distribution
of prototype vectors by dividing vectors into groups that have the same number
of points closest to them. In [90] Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are
extracted from the voice of 100 speakers and the Vector quantization technique is
used to identify each speaker, with 82% precision. Importantly, a finding from this
study explains that as the number of speakers increase, the number of errors increase
because the of distance to each centroid of each speaker can be similar to another. A
speaker identification system needs to be scalable, otherwise there are limitations on
the ability to distinguish between diverse voices from many speakers.
2.4.4 Using Probabilistic Neural Networks
Probabilistic Neural Networks are similar to a typical Back Propagation Neural
Network [91], except the sigmoid function is replaced by an exponential function,
which provides the advantage of increased learning speed computation over other
types of architectures. The work in [6] makes use of a Probabilistic Neural Network
to classify speakers. This work extracts MFCCs and their Deltas [92] from the Mel
spaced Gaussian Filter Banks and yields 94% accuracy across 5 speakers.
2.4.5 Using Deep Learning
Speech processing plays an important role in any speech system. Using Deep Learning
has shown to produce promising results. This section covers the use of Deep Learning
for supervised and unsupervised techniques.
2.4.5.1 Supervised Techniques
Work produced in VoxCeleb [7] uses video data from YouTube to extract speech from
people speaking in interviews, typically from popular celebrities. Their workflow
results in a database where high-confidence video segments corresponding to the
target speakers are automatically annotated. In their experiments, they use this
data to train for speaker identification. Their Supervised 2D Convolution Neural
Network provides a model for closed-set identification of 1251 speakers, and showed
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Figure 2.8: Outline of a typical Probabilistic Neural Network speaker identification
system. Image source: [6]
that a speaker identification model trained on such data achieves 80.5% accuracy.
In [93] the authors present a fully supervised speaker diarization approach, using
unbounded interleaved-state recurrent neural networks (UIS-RNN). Speaker Diariza-
tion is the process of partitioning an input audio stream into homogeneous segments
according to the speaker identity, and is used to separate overlapping speakers in an
audio segment. Their work performs as low as 7.6% Diarization Error Rate by using
a trainable unbounded interleaved-state Recurrent Neural Network.
2.4.5.2 Unsupervised Techniques
An autoencoder is a transformation applied to an input vector that tries to map
samples from one space into the same space by trying to squeeze the high dimen-
sional space through a lower dimensional bottleneck (known as the encoder). The
autoencoder can then reconstruct the original samples (known as the decoder) and a
loss function can calculate the error of the reconstruction. In unsupervised speech
processing, the output of a deep learning model is not of utmost importance; we
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instead care more about the hidden representation that the autoencoder has learned.
The work in [94] uses WaveNet [95] autoencoders to extract meaningful latent
representations of speech. Their method of Vector Quantised-Variational autoencoder
preserved the most phonetic information from speech, whilst also being the most
speaker-invariant.
In [96] the authors present a clustering approach for fully unsupervised Voice Activity
Detection. Their work showed good results when compared to the two-component
GMM baseline by leveraging a Hartigan dip test [97] in a recursive strategy to
segment the feature space into prominent modes.
2.5 Limitations of State of the Art
In social sensing, sensors are fundamental elements, where accuracy and stability are
of great importance [55]. Any system needs to be scalable, and be able to handle a
large number of users in a large space. Scalability is a major challenge to complex
sensing systems. In addition, smartphone devices are battery-operated and therefore
require apps to be developed as lightweight as possible [98] in attempts to increase
lifetime. A common approach to reduce energy is to suspend sensing for periods,
called duty cycling [36, 99], however, suspending communication or sensing could
cause the smartphone to miss important events. Therefore, the common challenges
in this domain would be to maximise the accuracy of detecting significant life events,
whilst at the same time taking into consideration scalability and battery performance.
The gap here is the proximity/location techniques which make the assumption of
social interaction just because people are close. In many common scenarios, this
is not the case, for example when people are queuing but not a part of the same
social group or interaction, travelling together on public transport, and sitting on
tables near each other in a restaurant or cafe. Voice techniques typically address
the problem, however, most speaker identification techniques require training with a
speaker database. This fact imposes limitations on the potential of wide deployment
of such systems considering the burden of collecting voice samples from participating
users.
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Clearly, there is a need for systems that do not require special infrastructure, can





using WiFi and Audio Signals in
Smartphone Devices
3.1 Introduction
Social interactions represent a significant part of our daily lives. They are considered
a significant aspect of the quality of people’s daily lives [100], as well as an important
activity that enables collaboration and creativity [101]. In recent years there has
been an increasing interest in developing technologies that can capture the social
behaviour of people. Within working environments, analysis of the social behaviour of
employees has been shown to reflect the performance and productivity of teams [102].
Within the health and well-being domain, long-term tracking of social behaviour
has been used as indicator for changes in mental health and perceived quality of life
[103].
People-centric sensing technologies have been employed in a number of scenarios to
develop systems that can passively capture social interactions. Wearable and mobile
devices (e.g. smartphones) have been used to infer social behaviour by analysing
the mobility patterns of individuals [80]. Traditionally, most of the approaches
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that have been used in such scenarios assume that proximity between individuals
is an indicator of social interaction. This may be a valid assumption for certain
situations (e.g. people participating in a meeting), but the assumption may not
hold when considering situations where social interactions take place within crowded
environments, involving multiple social groups. Such scenarios are very common
in the daily lives of people. Having a chat in a crowded cafe´, or interacting with
different people during a networking session in a conference, are common situations
where proximity may not be sufficient to correctly identify the people involved in an
interaction.
In this work, we attempt to develop a system that can accurately capture social
interactions within challenging scenarios where multiple social groups interact within
close proximity of each other. In order to distinguish the closely located social groups,
we rely on analysis of audio captured by the smartphones of the participants and aim
to identify which social group they participate in. Our hypothesis is that the sound
patterns captured by the smartphones of the people participating in a conversation is
sufficiently different from the sound patterns of people not involved in that interaction
event, or participating in a different social interaction even if the groups are within a
few meters from each other. Intuitively, we consider that people participating in a
conversation that takes place in a noisy or crowded environment have the tendency
to raise their voices enough to be heard by the people involved in the conversation.
This natural behaviour is enough to produce distinct sound patterns that are very
similar for the people participating in the conversation, and sufficiently different
from the sound patterns captured by the smartphones of people in near-by social
groups. We demonstrate the design of a system that relies on a combination of WiFi
fingerprinting and Audio fingerprinting captured by smartphones that are in the
participants’ pockets, or on tables in front of them. Through a range of controlled
experiments and a real-world deployment in a noisy cafe´, we demonstrate that the
system can achieve an average precision of 88%, while maintain a power consumption
of less than 3% of the battery life per day.
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3.2 Related Work
Traditional techniques in passively capturing social interactions involves the use of
RF technologies as a means of capturing the co-location of users. Examples include
systems that use Bluetooth on smartphones [69, 104] or specialised wearable RF
tags [105, 106] to detect face-to-face proximity. Although such techniques can offer
an approximation of the social behaviour of users, ultimately co-location does not
always imply social interaction.
WiFi fingerprinting has been widely used as a way of localising users within buildings
[107, 108]. As such, the technique has also been used to detect co-location between
users in environments where sufficient WiFi infrastructure is present [109]. However,
such techniques suffer from similar limitations to other proximity based approaches
where the co-location estimation does not imply social interaction. Recently, there
has been significant work on the capture of social interaction passively through
the collection of WiFi traces of users’ smartphones using the WiFi infrastructure
of a building [110, 111]. These techniques allow the tracking of social interaction
without the need for the users to install a particular application on their phone.
They allow the passive tracking of large numbers of users, but require access to the
WiFi infrastructure of a given environment. In practical terms, these techniques
can only be employed in certain environments, and do not allow the capture of
social interactions throughout the daily lives of participants. Moreover, the passive
tracking of smartphones without the need for an app installation raises significant
privacy issues. Smartphone OS such as iOS have recently employed MAC obfuscation
techniques to avoid such passive tracking thus rendering these approaches infeasible.
Since most social interactions contain speech between participants, it makes sense
to use audio recordings as a technique for conversational detection. Some work
uses the on-board microphones to record audio and use it for speaker recognition or
conversational turns [22, 79–81]. Other work uses audio for indoor localisation [112]
or proximity detection [113]. The work done in DSP.Ear [22] presents a smartphone
system that extracts emotions from speech signals, estimates the number of speakers
in a room [81], and detects the identity of speakers and identifies common ambient
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sounds. This type of work relies heavily on the use of machine learning techniques,
requiring training of the voice recognition component through appropriate sound
datasets, often involving sound samples by the user. In many scenarios, such an
approach would be infeasible for large scale deployment limiting the applicability of
the approach.
3.3 Motivation
Current approaches in capturing social interactions tend to rely on secondary signals
such as co-location, as proxy for an actual social interaction. Indeed, when individuals
are close to each other there is a high probability that they are interacting with each
other. However, there are numerous scenarios where such approaches can lead to
erroneous results. People working in shared office environments may be co-located
but not interacting; when interacting with people in busy places, such as a restaurant
or a social event, co-location may involve more people than somebody is interacting
with. In order to enable a more accurate detection of social interaction, there is a
need to move beyond co-location.
Audio has been shown to be a more accurate indicator of actual social interaction, as
a means of capturing the actual conversations of people involved. However, relying
on heavy-weight speech recognition or speaker recognition requires personalised voice
training [80]. Such approaches do not scale well, as machine learning algorithms
need to be trained with voice sample of participants.
In this work we aim to develop a system entitled “Next2Me” (see overview of the
system architecture in figure 3.1) that combines co-location and audio sensing to
accurately detect social interactions in challenging environments. Such environments
involve close co-location of social groups, interacting within busy environments. In
our approach we do not require prior training of the system with audio samples,
neither from the users or the environment. Instead, we rely on the comparison
between sound signals captured by the users’ phones, as indicators of close proximity.
Our motivation is based on the assumption that sound signals will have unique
patterns for the people participating in a conversation, and are different from those
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in nearby conversations. Even in a noisy environment, people tend to talk louder to
make sure that their conversation is heard by the participants from within the same
group. Intuitively, we expect that sound samples captured by smartphones within a
social interaction will have similar sound patterns, containing primarily the voices of
the people participating. In our overall system, we utilise co-location as a means to
trigger audio sensing when there is a high probability of social interaction. Sparsely
sensed audio samples are then used to formulate a “sound fingerprint”. Comparisons
between sound fingerprints are then used to discover the social networks of co-located
users. The proposed approach does not require any special infrastructure, and can
be used in any environment where there are sufficient WiFi signals to facilitate
co-location sensing.
We orchestrated various experiments using participants to capture real data and
to determine the performance of our proposed system. Experiments 1 and 2 were
conducted in our Preliminary Study section, and experiments 2 and 3 were analysed
in our Evaluation section. Experiment 4 acted as a real-world scenario experiment.
Please refer to table 3.1 as an outline for all of the experiments covered in this
chapter.





1 8 Meeting 1 8 0
2 6 Co-working 2 6 2
3 7 Conference 3, 2, 3 0 7
4 6 Coffee 2 6 2
Table 3.1: Outline of the various experiments conducted using the proposed Next2Me
system
3.4 Preliminary Study
In order to develop a robust system for capturing social interactions using smart-
phones, we initially attempted to explore the extent to which WiFi based proximity
detection can enable the identification of such interactions. Furthermore, we also
tried to explore how audio signals can be analysed to further assist in identifying
social interactions. Our aim was to explore whether the combination of these two
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Figure 3.1: Architecture overview of the entire Next2Me system. Firstly, WiFi signals
are captured and transformed into WiFi fingerprints until two or more devices are
deemed co-located due to the similarity of these signals. Then, when co-located,
these devices can start capturing audio signals. The audio is transformed by an FFT
into a Sound Fingerprint, which are then compared and split into communities.
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Figure 3.2: Set up of the meeting scenario experiment (Experiment 1). Left: an
overhead view of the table setup where Pn is the seating position of a participant
modalities can lead to a robust social sensing system that does not require prior
training.
For the preliminary study, we developed a data collection app for Android smart-
phones. The app was running continuously, capturing WiFi and audio data in the
background. Specifically, the app scanned for available WiFi access points every 10
seconds, and recorded the MAC addresses of the access points and the RSSI value of
the signal strength received by each access point. At the same time, the application
recorded audio continuously for the duration of the experiment.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
The call for participants involved sending out an email to the entire Department for
Engineering and Digital Arts (EDA) at the University of Kent. The 19 participants
of these experiments were personally invited to join the study. The participants were
all students at EDA building at University of Kent. Users downloaded the APK file
for Android devices and installed it onto a smartphone device, which was provided
for them. This APK was uploaded to the Google Play Store, for ease of access.
To carry out the experiments, we submitted an ethics application to the University
of Kent Faculties Support Office. It was deemed that our project did not require











Figure 3.3: Set up with two groups interacting within the same room in close
proximity (Experiment 2). Left: an overhead view of the table setup where Pn is the
seating position of a participant and p∗n is a participant’s device which was in the
participant’s pocket
Our aim was to target “challenging” scenarios where groups of people interact
within close proximity of each other. We set up two experiments: “Experiment 1”
representing a typical social interaction of a single group during a meeting, and
“Experiment 2” where two groups were interacting within the same room in close
proximity. Specifically, the first experiment involved 10 participants joining a meeting
and sitting around a large table. The participants were asked to keep their phones on
the table during the meeting (see Figure 3.2). The data collection app was installed
on the participants’ phones before joining the meeting. In the second experiment,
two groups of participants where asked to engage in two separate meetings within
the same room. The experiment involved 6 participants (3 female, 3 male) who were
asked to join the meetings. The participants were split into two groups of 3 people
each, sitting on two tables with no more than 1 meter distance between them (see
Figure 3.3). The participants were asked to place their smartphones on the table
during the meeting, and two participants (one from each group) were asked to place
an additional smartphone in their pocket. The two groups were asked to engage in
conversations while sitting in close proximity to the other group.
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3.4.2 WiFi Signals
Figure 3.4: In this graph, each line refers to Participant 1 (P1) and the Manhattan
distance between a corresponding participant. For example, for the distance between
P1 and P2, this has been labelled as P1,2. The positions of each participant are
outlined in figure 3.2
Top: Data of co-location during the meeting scenario, showing the pattern of co-
location.
Bottom: Data from the same meeting, cropped from the section where all partici-






















































Figure 3.5: Graph showing the Manhattan distance over time for the closely co-
located social groups. In this graph, each line refers to Participant 1 (P1) and the
Manhattan distance between a corresponding participant. For example, for the
distance between P1 and P2, this has been labelled as P1, 2
. The groups for this social interaction are outlined in figure 3.3.
Following similar work from [107], we explored how WiFi fingerprinting can be
utilised to detect co-location in these experiments. Specifically, every smartphone
device scans periodically every 10s for available WiFi access points which transmits
at 2.4 GHz, and collects the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and basic
service set identifier (BSSID) for each access point response. These values are then
used to generate a WiFi fingerprint for each participants’ phone and subsequently
estimate co-location between participants.
3.4.2.1 WiFi Proximity
A WiFi scan performed at time t generates a signal strength vector
St = {ap1 : rss1, . . . , apn : rssn}
where each access point ap is identified by its MAC address, rss is the received signal
strength value for ap. We generate a WiFi fingerprint for the smartphone of each
participant, by aggregating multiple WiFi scans over a sliding window of w = 60s
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with 33% overlap. Consider SWt = {Si : i ∈ (t− w, t)} to be the set of subsequent
scans within the window w. The WiFi fingerprint at time t is:
Ft = {ap1 : rss′1, . . . , apn : rss′n},
where api ∈ SWt,∀api, rss′i = avg(rssi : rssi ∈ SWt). As it was shown in [109], the
RSSI values captured by different smartphone models can vary significantly even
when collected under identical conditions. In order to allow appropriate comparisons
between WiFi fingerprints, the recorded RSSI values are normalised and converted




where rss′i is the RSSI value for access point i i and rss
′
max is the maximum RSSI
value for the entries of averaged fingerprints.
The generated fingerprints are then used to estimate the proximity between partic-
ipants. Specifically, fingerprints generated by different participants are compared
using a similarity function. We assume that the level of similarity is an indication
of proximity between these participants. We applied the Manhattan distance as a
similarity function, as it demonstrated the highest level of discrimination between
different co-location distances when compared to Euclidean distance and Tanimoto
similarity. Specifically, for any two fingerprints that were compared, each fingerprint
was extended by adding access points that only appeared in the other fingerprint.
The added access points were given an RSS value of 0dB. The similarity metric
between the fingerprints was given by the Manhattan distance, with an additional






|rssai − rssbi |
where n is the number of elements in the intersection between the two fingerprint
sets: n = |A ∩ B|, and rssai and rssbi are the normalised RSS values for the access
point i captured by the two devices a and b.
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We used the WiFi scanning dataset to estimate the distance metric of the participants
in the two controlled experiments. In Experiment 1, all participants joined a group
meeting in the same room. The pair-wise distance metric for all participants over
time clearly shows that the WiFi fingerprint can identify the participants joining the
meeting (Figure 3.4). Indeed the WiFi fingerprint comparison can clearly capture the
sequence of arrival of the participants for example. However, when exploring the WiFi
fingerprint similarities during the meeting we can see significant variations although
the participants did not change their location during the meeting (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.6: Box diagram showing the mean and spread of similarity values for
interacting pairs vs non-interacting pairs. The similarity value on the y-axis is
Tanimoto Similarity
In our second experiment we attempt to explore how WiFi fingerprinting could be
applied in the case of co-located social interactions. In that experiment, we have two
groups of 3 people each, interacting in close proximity to each other (less 1 meter
distance between the groups). Looking at the similarity of the WiFi fingerprints
(Figure 3.5), there is no obvious pattern that helps identify the two interacting groups.
Furthermore, we explored the overall distribution of the similarity measurement
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(as Manhattan distance) between the pairs of participants that were interacting
with each other, and compared it with the distribution of measurements between
pairs that were not interacting. As shown in Figure 3.6, the two distributions may
have slightly different median value, however, both distributions overlap significantly.
This is a clear indication that for such close proximity between social groups, WiFi
fingerprinting alone may not be sufficient to distinguish the two groups.
3.4.3 Audio Signals
Figure 3.7: Sound waveforms captured by two Samsung S5 devices ”s1”, ”s2” and a
Nexus 5 ”n1” recording the same speech segments at the same distance from the
source. The devices have different gains.
Considering the limitations of using WiFi signals alone to detect social interactions,
we explored the feasibility of relying on the capture of audio signals as a way of
distinguishing social groups that are in close proximity to each other. One of our
early intuitions was to explore how the amplitude of the sound signals can be used
to identify the distance of the device from a speaker. This was an approach similar
to the work shown in [114]. Before attempting to analyse audio sensing during the








(a) A sample of frequency domain data from a device










(b) A sample of frequency domain data from a different










(c) A sample of frequency domain data for a device
placed on “table b”
Figure 3.8: Frequency spectrums of audio samples from different devices in Experi-
ment 2, captured during the same time window.
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different devices. We set up a test where a range of smartphone models were placed
at the same distance from a speaker (approximately 1m) and captured the same
audio of a human speaking. The smartphone devices used included two Samsung
S5, two Nexus 5, a Motorola G and a Vodafone Smart Ultra 7. In order to avoid
any irregular shaping of the captured signal, we ensured that the auto-gain function
on the devices was not active. Audio was captured at 16 KHz sampling rate. We
manually extracted the speech segments from the audio recordings and inspected the
captured audio signals. As shown in Figure 3.7 different devices capture sound signals
at different energy levels. Even the same models, can have significant differences. For
example, the two Samsung S5 devices captured the same speech sounds at an average
amplitude of -28.59 dB and -38.53 dB, while the Nexus 5 captured the same source at
-34.24 dB. Such difference could be attributed to differences in the hardware design,
wear and tear, or just dust that is accumulated around the microphone. These results
demonstrate that to utilise the volume of the captured sound to estimate distance
would require extensive calibration to identify a normalisation coefficient for each
device. Although some solutions exist to calibrate the different gains between the
microphones [115], this would require a supervised calibration phase whenever new
smartphones are introduced to the system, leading to a system that is not scalable
and not fit for unsupervised deployment. Furthermore, the differences between same
phone models show that it would not be possible to construct a generic calibration
database for different phone models.
As amplitude alone was not considered a sufficient feature to identify social groups,
we attempted to explore if sound signals can reveal distinctive patterns that can help
differentiate between people participating in the same conversation. In Experiment
2, participants were asked to place their phones on the table in front of them (tables
a and b), while 2 participants had phones placed in their pockets (Figure 3.3). We
analysed the sound signals captured by these devices, extracted samples of audio
of 2 seconds and applied a Fast Fourier transformation [116] (FFT) to look at
the sound patterns in the frequency domain. We selected the frequencies between
300 Hz and 3,400 Hz, which is considered the speech range [117]. This filtering
allowed us to eliminate some of the noisy data that was captured by the phones
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in participants’ pockets. Figure 3.8 shows the frequency patterns from two devices
participating in the same conversation (Figures 3.8a and 3.8b), and a device on a
different conversation nearby (Figure 3.8c). The patterns that we observe in this case
show that devices participating in the same conversation have high energies around
the same frequencies, while devices on different conversations show a significantly
different pattern. Based on these observations, it is possible to devise a technique
to extract a “sound fingerprint” that is based on the most significant frequencies
of captured audio data, that can help distinguish between users participating in
different conversations. Although the experiment involved participants in very close
location, the difference in sound patterns can be explained by the natural tendency
of people to speak loud enough so that all of their interacting participants can hear
them, also known as the “Lombard effect” [118]. This in practice ensures that the
sound captured by the phones in close proximity to the conversation is dominated
by the speakers participating in that particular group.
Based on the findings of these preliminary studies, we aimed to design a system to
detect social interactions using a combination of WiFi signals, as an early indicator
that users are in close proximity, followed by audio sensing to identify smaller groups
within the same area.
3.5 System Overview
Next2Me is a mobile sensing system that can identify social interactions using
WiFi and audio signals. The overall architecture can be seen in Figure 3.1. The
system consists of sensing components running on a smartphone device, and a cloud
service responsible for comparing datasets from multiple users. The system relies
on WiFi fingerprinting to discover when a user is co-located with other users of the
system. When co-location is detected, the participant’s smartphones are triggered to
perform sound sensing. The sound sensing subsystem is responsible for discovering
similarities in the sound patterns captured by the participating smartphones. The
sound similarities are then used to identify a social network, as it is formed by the
similarities of the sound signals. Finally, applying a community detection algorithm
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helps identify the sub-groups of people interacting within close proximity to each
other. The following sections describe the system in more detail.
3.5.1 WiFi and Co-location
The system relies on WiFi fingerprinting to detect co-location between users. Each
smartphone device scans every 10s for nearby WiFi access points transmitting at 2.4
GHz. Using the signals strength information gathered from nearby access points, we
construct a WiFi fingerprint as it was described in Section 3.4.2. The aggregated
WiFi fingerprints, containing the normalised average signal strength values of access
points over a window of 60s, are uploaded to the cloud. A cloud service is then
responsible for estimating if two devices are co-located. Specifically, an adjusted
Manhattan distance metric (as shown in Section 3.4.2) is calculated over the WiFi
fingerprints of smartphones that are potentially co-located (i.e. contain at least one
common access point in their set). Subsequent WiFi fingerprints are generated every
2.5 mins.
Deciding if two users are potentially participating in a social interaction according
to proximity depends on two parameters: the estimated distance between them,
and the duration that they are co-located for. The selection of these parameters
depends on the particular types of interactions that are targeted by the system. In
this system, our objective is to capture significant social interactions that last for
more than a few minutes. Specifically, we consider two devices to be co-located
if the Manhattan distance is below a threshold of 0.8. Based on our preliminary
experiments, the threshold was considered sufficient to discover co-location within
less than 5m. Furthermore, if two users are co-located for more than a period of 5
mins, we consider this a potentially significant interaction. If these conditions are
met, the cloud service triggers the co-located phones to initiate their sound sensing
tasks.
3.5.2 Sound Fingerprint
The preliminary analysis of audio signals showed that smartphones that are close
to a social interaction can capture distinctive frequency patterns that can help
distinguish the nearby social groups. In order to capture such patterns, we designed
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a technique that can capture a “sound fingerprint” that can represent the speech
patterns detected over a time window of a few seconds. Our aim was to represent
the sequence of sounds over that window as a fingerprint vector that can be easily
compared with other fingerprints captured by nearby smartphones.
The sound sensing subsystem of the Next2Me system captures audio at a sampling
rate of 16 KHz. This allows a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) resolution of 8 kHz,
but also provides a balance of higher quality signals. We use a window size of 2
secs, with a hamming window for calculating the FFT. The window of 2 secs was
considered sufficiently large to allow more lenience with audio synchronisation across
smartphones, considering that the on-board real-time clocks may not be perfectly
synchronised. We extract the frequency bands between 300 Hz and 3,400 Hz which
is the typical spectrum for human speech.
Considering the results from the preliminary study, we can observe that frequency
spectrums from devices around the same social interactions demonstrate high magni-
tudes around the same frequencies. Our aim is to use the significant frequencies in
each sound sample as a way of comparing the sound patterns captured by different
devices. As the sound capturing sensitivity varies across devices, we first need to
reduce the variance on the sound spectrum that is produced. We apply a linearly
weighted sliding average across the spectrum to smooth the results. Next, we sub-
sample the smoothed spectrum to reduce the granularity. Specifically, we use a 30
Hz spectral window and calculate the average frequency magnitude for each window.
The whole process produces a smoother frequency spectrum with 30 Hz granularity.
From this spectrum, we define as partial fingerprint the set of the top n frequencies
with the highest magnitude.
In order to improve the robustness of the fingerprint against ambient noise, we
produce the sound fingerprint for part of a social interaction by combining multiple
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Figure 3.9: Complete overview of the process of generating a sound fingerprint that
represents 10s of captured audio. In this, the audio sample is recorded, sliced into
subsampled, converted to an FFT (for frequency spectrum) and then the top n
frequencies are extracted as a sound fingerprint
S = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}, where Pi = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}
devices can be compared by using the Jaccard index over their partial fingerprints.
The Jaccard index ( |A∩B||A∪B|) measures the similarity of two sets by estimating the
number of common frequencies over the total number of unique frequencies in the
two sets. We define the similarity function for two sound fingerprints as the average






( |P ia ∩ P ib |
|P ia ∪ P ib |
)
The output of the comparison of sound fingerprints gives us a metric that represents
the proximity of people according to the sounds captured by their phones.
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3.5.3 Community Detection
The sound fingerprints captured by the smartphones are uploaded to the cloud. A
cloud service calculates and estimates the similarity metric between sound fingerprints
of all the co-located devices. This similarity metric is then used to produce a weighted
graph that represents a social network of all the co-located devices. It is expected
that smartphones of users participating in the same social group will have a higher
similarity (i.e. weight) in the graph. Using the social graph, we attempt to extract
the separate groups as “communities” by applying the Louvain community detection
algorithm [119].
The Louvain community detection algorithm is a method for detecting communities
within networks. It assigns a modularity score for each community, where the
modularity measures the quality of a node’s assignment to communities, and places
nodes within their best matching community based on this by evaluating how dense
of the connected nodes within a community are. This acts as a hierarchical clustering
algorithm, which recursively assigns nodes into clusters on a graph.
Fortunato et al. [120] showed that the modularity used in the Louvain community
detection algorithm suffers from a resolution limit, which means that by optimising
the modularity, communities that are smaller than a specific scale cannot be resolved.
In order to overcome the resolution limit issue experienced, we used the resolution
limit technique described in [121]. We experimentally chose a limit of 0.8 to allow
smaller communities to be identified. The output of the community detection
represents the output of the system, identifying the different groups interacting
within close proximity of each other (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Community network graphs over time, at different time points since the
start of the interaction (Experiment 2). Node colours reflect the grouping produced
by the community detection algorithm. Pn refers to the participant number. To the
right, an illustration of tables shows the seating positions of participants
These social graphs illustrate the relationships between social groups who are in-
teracting, over time. We plot the strength of the links between people using lines,
which are thicker according to the weight between them. Using this, we can then
apply a community algorithm to separate the groups based on the weight between
connected nodes, to visualise the different social groups as a collection of nodes. In
Figure 3.10, this is shown using red and green nodes. We also show what happens to
these groups over time, at 20 seconds and then 90 seconds.
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3.5.4 Fine-tuning parameters
Figure 3.11: Example layout for the conference scenario during Stage 1. The red
circle separates different social groups. Right: an overhead view of the participants
layout during this experiment.
Stage Groups
1 (P1, P2, P3) (P4, P5) (P6, P7)
2 (P1, P2, P6, P7) (P3, P4, P5) –
3 (P2, P6) (P1, P7) (P3, P4, P5)
Table 3.2: The groupings of participants during the networking experiment. Partici-
pants changed the formed groups three times during the experiment. All participants
had their phones in their pockets.
In order to analyse and fine-tune the parameters of the system, we needed a scenario
that involves a more complex setting than the preliminary studies. We conducted an
additional study involving a social networking event (Experiment 3). We invited 7
participants (2 female, 5 male) to join a large meeting room and engage in a typical
networking situation where they were asked to form smaller groups and freely discuss
about their work (Figure 3.11). The participants had the Next2Me app installed on
their smartphone devices. All participants kept their smartphones in their pockets
during the event. At regular intervals participants were asked to “mingle”, changing
the groups of people they talk with. Throughout the event, an observer kept track of
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the ground truth marking the actual groups that were formed. During the scenario,
the groupings changed three times as shown in Table 3.2.
Using the dataset captured through this scenario, we attempted to fine-tune the
parameters used for the sound fingerprint. Specifically, to identify the number of top
frequencies selected for the partial fingerprints, and the total length of the sound
fingerprint. In order to assess the quality of each configuration we calculated the
number of nodes that were grouped with the majority of their correct social peers,
against the number of nodes that were incorrectly placed in a group that did not
involve their correct social peers. Throughout our analysis, we use the precision
of the results: C
C+I
where C is the number of correctly grouped nodes, and I is
the number of incorrectly grouped nodes. In these estimations, the notion of false
positive and false negative are essentially the same.
In order to estimate the best parameters for the sound fingerprint, we selected a small
sample of audio data captured in this experiment where there was definitely speech.
Using a combination of numbers for the n top frequencies, and the total duration of
the fingerprint, we achieved the best results when selecting the top 6 frequencies for
each partial fingerprint and maintaining a fingerprint window of 10secs.
3.6 Evaluation
In a real scenario, the Next2Me detection of social interactions does not necessarily
need to run continuously throughout a co-location event. Instead, audio sensing can
be used sparsely during a period to identify social groups. In our evaluation, we
firstly attempted to estimate the average precision that can be achieved if sound
fingerprinting is used only once during a social interaction using a 10 secs fingerprint.
As it is shown in Figure 3.10, applying the sound fingerprinting technique at different
intervals can have varying results. To estimate the average performance of the system,
for each experiment we calculated the average performance for every 10 secs time
window of the social interaction, using a 10 secs sliding window with 9 secs overlap.
For Experiment 2, two tables were positioned no more than 1m apart, phones were
placed on the table, and two participants had additional phones in their pockets.
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Experiment Precision Correct Incorrect
Exp 2 - On table 1.00 66 0
Exp 2 - In pocket 0.88 99 13
Exp 3 - Stage 1 0.74 149 50
Exp 3 - Stage 2 0.91 238 21
Exp 3 - Stage 3 0.80 186 44
Table 3.3: Results for the two experiments involving social interactions of groups in
close proximity. The precision is calculated from the number of correct and incorrect
samples being classified by the system
We first estimated the average precision by including only the smartphones that
were placed the desks, which resulted in 100% success rate (Table 3.3). This is a
good result but somehow expected, considering that the experiment was performed
in a quiet environment, and the smartphones were in the centre of conversations
that were taking place. When combining the system with the smartphones placed in
pockets, the average precision dropped to 88.3%. Exploring the results, we could
see that the location of one pocket smartphones was quite close the second group,
occasionally picking up stronger sound signals from the other table. Furthermore,
the table itself acted as a barrier, blocking sound signals from the conversations
reaching the pocket smartphones affecting the precision of the overall system.
In Experiment 3, where participants socialised within the same room, all smartphones
were placed in participants’ pockets. We ran our evaluation over the different stages
where different groups were formed. The overall precision ranged from 74% to 91%
(Table 3.3). Although these were encouraging results, they all relied on capturing a
single sound fingerprint during a social interaction. Next, we explored how combining
multiple sound fingerprints could improve the overall precision of the system.
3.6.1 Duty Cycling
We anticipate that precision on social interaction detection using sound fingerprints
can be improved by combining multiple sound fingerprints captured over longer
periods of time. There are cases where a randomly selected 10sec sound fingerprint
may capture a situation where the actual social groups are not correctly mapped.
Allowing more than one sound fingerprints to be inspected at different time points,
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Figure 3.12: Effect of duty-cycling window size and number of sound sensing samples
in the overall precision.
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duty cycling scheme, there are ways to potentially improve the overall precision of
the system while keeping the energy cost relatively low. Specifically, we explored
the effects of a fixed-length duty cycled sensing, where a fixed number of sound
fingerprints can be captured during a potential social interaction. When combining
multiple fingerprints, we wanted to explore what is the number of consecutive sound
fingerprints that we should use to improve precision, and how the length of the
sleeping windows between them would affect the overall result.
Combining multiple fingerprints for the detection of social groups would involve
modifications in the way that the weights in the social network graph are calculated.
Specifically, when the social graphs are formed, the weight between two nodes includes







where, Wa,b is the weight between participants a and b, k is the number of sound
fingerprints involved, and Si,a is the i-th sound fingerprint for participant a. After
weights are estimated by combining multiple fingerprints, the same community
detection algorithm is used to estimate the social groups that are formed.
Using the datasets from Experiment 3 (networking event), we tested the performance
of the system when using 2 or 3 sound fingerprints, with a varying sleeping windows
between them; ranging from continuous (no sleeping) to fingerprints captured with a
60sec gap between them. We calculated the performance of the system, with the duty-
cycled scheme being applied at any time during the whole experiment and estimated
the average precision of the results (Figure 3.12). The results show that using more
than one sound fingerprint improves the overall precision, while the combination of
three fingerprints reduces the variance that we observed in precision. Generally, we
see that combining multiple fingerprints with a sleeping window of 40sec offers the
best results. Specifically, a duty cycling scheme of 3 sound fingerprints with 40sec
sleeping shows an average precision of 92% and a combination of 2 sound fingerprints
with 40sec shows an average precision of 89%. Following this, we conclude that for
a setup of 3 samples/40sec sleeping is appropriate for the high precision, while a 2
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samples/40sec sleeping scheme offers a good balance of energy cost and precision.
3.6.2 Coffee Shop scenario
Figure 3.13: Experiment setup for the Cafe´ social interaction. Left: an overhead
layout of the experimental setup, where grey nodes indicate other people who were in
the same social space and the green and blue nodes represent the two social groups
who participated in the experiment
As a final step in the evaluation of the Next2Me system, we performed a “real-world”
deployment where participants were involved in social interaction within a busy
coffee shop. Six participants were invited to install the Next2Me app onto their
phones and to meet in a busy coffee shop and socialise, forming two separate social
groups and sitting at nearby tables (Figure 3.13). The event took place during a
busy time where a number of other people were in the coffee shop, and engaged in
conversations. The setup was selected to ensure the environment involved ambient
noise of other people talking to each other. During the event, participants placed
their phones on the table while two participants had a smartphone placed in their
pocket. Note that the table in this scenario had a relatively lower height than the
tables involved in previous scenarios.
The system was configured to perform WiFi scans to detect co-location, and trigger
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sound fingerprinting when participants were co-located for more than 5mins. The
overall experiment lasted for 20 mins. We analysed the performance of the system
using 3 sound fingerprints captured with a 40sec sleeping window between them.
Using the devices involved in the scenario, the system achieves an average precision
of 88%. When the pocket phones are not included in the estimation, the precision
raises to 99.1%. This shows that phones situated without physical obstructions
and in an open environment will perform well, and smartphones in a pocket will be
clustered into communities with less precision due to the frequency-filtering effect of
the pocket material.
3.7 Energy Considerations
The design of the Next2Me system relies heavily on sensing modalities that can have
a significant impact on the battery life of the participants’ smartphones. In this
section we analyse the energy cost implications of using Next2Me. In our analysis
we attempt to establish the average cost in the form of electric charge (measured
in mAh) consumed by the Next2Me during a day. This estimation will allow us
to consider the impact that the system would have on the battery life of common
smartphones, with battery capacities in the rage of 2,800mAh (Samsung S5) to
3,220mAh (Nexus 6).
The WiFi fingerprinting subsystem relies on the periodic WiFi scanning to discover
near-by WiFi access points. If we consider that the electric charge consumed during
a WiFi scan is Ew, a WiFi fingerprint is generated using 6 scans, and a fingerprint
is produced every sw seconds, the overall cost of continuously running the WiFi




(6 · Ew +Nw) (3.1)
where 86,400 is the total number of seconds in a day and Nw is the average energy
cost of uploading data to the cloud.

































Figure 3.15: Current over time for one FFT of a 2-second audio sample (includes
















Figure 3.16: Current consumption over time for one Wi-Fi scan
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5mins, the sound fingerprinting subsystem is triggered. Each sound fingerprinting will
involve 10sec of audio recording, and involves a CPU processing cost to perform a FFT
over the sample. Subsequent sound fingerprints will then be uploaded to the cloud
for comparison. We can model the additional energy for the sound fingerprinting
subsystem caused by a single social interaction as:
Sint = 3 · (Esense + EFFT ) +Ns (3.2)
where Sint is the cost for a single social interaction, Esense and EFFT are the costs for
capturing audio for a sound fingerprint, and performing the FFT respectively. The
data from 3 sound fingerprints would typically be uploaded to the cloud, incurring
an additional Ns cost for network communication. From Equations (3.1) and (3.2)
we can estimate the average energy for an individual who has on average k significant
social interactions during their day:
Etotal = Wtotal + k · Sint (3.3)
In order to estimate the average energy of the Next2Me system, we performed a
number of lab measurements to estimate the energy consumption. We used the
Monsoon Power Meter setup to intercept the current drawn from the battery of a
phone. We run experiments using the Samsung Galaxy J3 smartphone. A base line
current when a phone is not performing any activities was estimated to be 9.16mA
(2.27mA in airplane mode). When the phone was set to perform WiFi scanning,
the average current during the scanning, without the baseline, was estimated to be
93.24mA. Each scan lasted for approximately 0.78s which results in an electric charge
of Ew = 72.73mAs. The average cost of data upload can vary significantly depending
on the network infrastructure and external conditions. In order to estimate the
impact of data upload using WiFi we use the energy cost per KB of 5mJ as it is
estimated in [122] which results in consumed energy charge of Nw = 1.3mAs. In
the final deployment of the system we set the WiFi scanning subsystem to perform
a scan once very 2.5 mins (which would enable the detection of 5min colocation
instances). From equation 3.1 we can then estimate that in case of a user who does
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(436.38 + 1.3) = 252, 138mAs = 70.03mAh
For a phone with a battery of 2,800mAh this would be 2.5% of the battery’s capacity.
In order to estimate the impact of sound fingerprinting, we calculated the average
energy cost of audio sampling, and performing a FFT over a sound sample. The
average current for audio sampling without the baseline was estimated to be 32.84mA.
For capturing an audio sample of 10s this would result in consuming an electric
charge of Esense = 328.41mAs. When performing a FFT over a 2s audio sample
the average current (excluding the cost of audio sensing and baseline) is 56.14mA
and the duration is 105ms. Therefore the cost of performing 5 FFTs for a sound
sample of 10s would be EFFT = 29.47mAs. From equation 3.2 we can estimate the
additional cost of detecting a single social interaction as:
Sint = 3 · (328.41 + 29.47) + 1.3 = 1074.94mAs = 0.29mAh
Assuming a case of a user who has about 20 significant interactions during the
day, the additional energy capacity consumed by the system would be Etotal =
70.03 + 20 · 0.29 = 75.83mAh. This results to 2.7% of the battery’s capacity. These
results demonstrate that Next2Me has a very small impact on the smartphone’s
battery life and would be appropriate for continuous sensing.
3.8 Discussion
In the design of Next2Me we focus on the detection of significant social interactions,
that last for more than 5-mins. The technique is robust for such social events, but
would not be appropriate for capturing short time, serendipitous interactions that
last for only a few seconds. Although such short interactions are beyond the scope of
this work, the proposed technique could potentially be adapted with more aggressive
use of sound sensing to capture such short events. However, such approach would
increase the power cost of sound sensing, and would require further exploration in
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adaptive sensing approaches to mitigate energy issues. Furthermore, the physical
environment can have a significant impact on the performance of Next2Me. In
this work we demonstrate that the proposed system is robust against smartphone
placement in participants’ pockets, but further investigation would be necessary
to fully explore the impact of the environment, such as higher/lower ceilings or
significant acoustic echo.
3.8.1 Continuous Sensing System
When building a continuous and automated sensing system for Android devices,
there are a few things to consider:
• How many hours can the system run without the device needing to recharge?
• Are the participants comfortable with an intrusive sensing system?
• Are there any technological constraints to plausibility of running a continuous
sensing system?
In order to better understand the limitations of implementing a continuous WiFi-
based sensing system on Android, we developed and deployed an app entitled
SocialSense to a group of participants from Universiti Teknologi MARA in Malaysia.
SocialSense was an Android Application that was developed to track the human
social interactions between app users who install the application. We recruited
participants from the Universiti Teknologi MARA. Participants were invited the
join the study via an email to the faculty. Ethics approval was applied for at the
University of Kent Faculties Support Office, and was approved (ref: 0151617).
We deployed the app to 22 participants using any Android device version 4.2+ (API
17+). The RAM usage of the app was calculated as 30 MB on average, and the
install size was calculated 10.84 MB. Other than this, other important factors were
calculated as such:
• 1 WiFi fingerprint sample every 10 seconds (120,960 entries per user, per study
duration)
• 1 data upload every 10 minutes (2016 entries per user, per study duration)
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• 1 GPS entry every 30 minutes (672 entries per user, per study duration)
• Power consumption calculated as 24 mAh per hour
• Data upload size calculated as 164.16 KB per hour
This experiment was needed generally to understand the plausibility when deploying
sensing system using Android devices, and to help understand what limitations exist
during this deployment.
3.8.1.1 Sensor Accessibility Issues
We had 11 participants with consistent data points, but the 10 other participants
were unable to collect any data throughout the duration of the study. We debugged
the application to establish what had gone wrong.
Since Android Marshmallow, Google decided that in order to receive a scan result
from WiFi, the device must also have GPS turned on. This is in addition to the user
accepting the location permissions at run-time. If there is no GPS turned on, a scan
result will return as an empty list. This behaviour also applies to Bluetooth sensors,
and is most likely why so many devices didn’t return any WiFi data for the entirety
of the Malaysia study. The reason for these sensor accessibility changes, is because
Google is trying to protect people from this kind of tracking - however, at the time
of the user study, the changes were undocumented and no errors were in the output
of the apps debugger. It was invisible, except for an issue which somebody raised in
the Google Code website forum [123].
What can be learned here, is that the user should enable “Location” setting on
their devices so that continuous sensing applications can capture sensor data from
the WiFi. It is therefore advisory that when the application is launched, a check
for “Location” setting is made and the user is prompted to turn it on in order to
proceed. Whilst the app is in the background, when “Location” setting is disabled, a
notification can be displayed within the phone which lets the user know that tracking
has stopped due to the “Location” setting being disabled.
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3.8.1.2 Real Time Clock Issues
Another issue which was detected, was that devices were collecting data at the exact
same time but assigning timestamps which were different. For example, if two devices
are in the same room and both detect a nearby Access Point at the same time, one
devices would record the timestamp for this event n seconds before or after the other
device. In some cases, n can be more than 120 seconds.
What was happening here, was a phenomenon called “clock drift”. Most computing
devices are equipped with a hardware oscillator assisted computer clock. The
frequency of the hardware oscillator determines the rate at which the clock runs
[124]. The clock of an Android device can become inaccurate because the frequency
of the hardware oscillator varies across time. Time synchronisation is crucial in a
distributed continuous system; if two devices are out of sync then the collected data
cannot be compared accurately in real time.
The way that we solved this was to implement a “Network Time Protocol” (NTP)
[125] service, hosted by our back-end. NTP is a protocol for synchronising clocks by
returning a precise and central timestamp. This means that every time a request
is made for the most recent time by the app, the server will return the precise
timestamp and add on the duration of how long the networking is estimated to take.
Such a method is utilised in a few works [126, 127].
In Android, modifying the device timestamp is not allowed. Therefore, a request is
made to the NTP server every 10 minutes and an offset is produced between the
device clock and the precise clock provided by the NTP server. This offset is used to
modify the timestamp for WiFi scan results of captured Access Points. This means
that when data is compared, it utilises a central timestamp-based synchronisation
method to try and keep things more accurate.
3.9 Conclusion
We developed a system that can use WiFi and Audio signals captured by smart-
phone devices to detect social interaction. The proposed system detects the social
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interactions between people in various environments by capturing their co-location
using WiFi, and accurately distinguishing social encounters through the capture and
analysis of “sound fingerprints”.
In this chapter, we began by running some preliminary experiments to explore the
extent to which WiFi based proximity detection can enable the identification of
social interactions that occur between groups of people. Furthermore, we explored
how audio signals can be analysed to further assist in identifying these types of
social interactions. We analysed the results of a meeting experiment and a group
experiment, and determined that using WiFi to capture was not sufficient enough
to isolate the separate social groups from the analysis; the two distributions from
our results had slightly different median values and overlapped significantly. This
was a clear indication that for such close proximity between social groups, WiFi
fingerprinting alone was not be sufficient to distinguish the two groups, and we
instead tried a multi-modal technique by also analysing audio signals.
Considering the limitations of using WiFi signals alone to detect social interactions,
we explored the feasibility of relying on the capture of audio signals as a way of
distinguishing social groups that are in close proximity to each other. We explored
if sound signals can reveal distinctive patterns that can help differentiate between
people participating in the same conversation, and developed a technique of using the
top n frequencies in a speech sample to generate “sound fingerprints”. Based on the
findings of these preliminary studies, we designed a system which would detect social
interactions using a combination of WiFi signals, as an early indicator that users are
in close proximity, followed by audio sensing to identify smaller groups within the
same area. We then fed the output of our social sensing system into a community
detection algorithm to extract communities from he data by applying the Louvain
community detection algorithm. The output of the community detection represents
the output of the system, identifying the different groups interacting within close
proximity of each other.
To improve the performance of our system whilst reducing the power consumption,
we optimised the parameters for the system. We applied a duty cycling scheme.
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Specifically, we explored the effects of a fixed-length duty cycled sensing, where
a fixed number of sound fingerprints can be captured during a potential social
interaction. The results showed that when using more than one “sound fingerprints”
improved the overall precision, whilst the combination of three fingerprints reduced
the variance that we observed in precision.
Finally, we tested our system in a real-world scenario to evaluate the performance
of the system. This showed that our technique can achieve a high precision at low
energy overhead, regardless of sound blocking material such as pockets, and can be




using Speech Signals and Deep
Learning in Smartphone Devices
4.1 Introduction
The work done in Next2Me [28] outlined the possibility of tracking social interactions
in real time using a technique which can separate social groups that are close together
but not part of the same interaction. It also specified how continuous sensing may
be possible by using a duty cycling technique. However, there remains a limitation
that all participants of a social interaction must carry a Smartphone device with
them at all times and each Smartphone must have the Next2Me app installed and
running in the background. In certain real world scenarios, perhaps this is not viable,
and expecting all participants to install a continuous sensing application may not be
realistic. Furthermore, in edge case scenarios such as meeting or cinema, the user
might put their smartphone into airplane mode which would cause all access to the
WiFi sensor to be lost. Although access to the microphone is still possible, without
the context of WiFi signals, passive proximity detection between devices would no
longer be available and the system would fail to perform. Therefore, it is paramount
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in social sensing that the collection of data is less intrusive from the perspective of
social interaction participants as a whole.
This section of the thesis outlines an alternative approach to Next2Me, through a
system entitled Speaking2Me. Speaking2Me aims to allow the detection of social
interactions using one smartphone only, targeting scenarios where metrics are needed
to be obtained in real time about the socialness of a single-user. In order to do this, the
system employs state-of-the art Deep learning techniques for speaker identification,
to establish if a given speech sample recorded by a smartphone device belongs to a
new or known speaker within a user’s database of social contacts. By tracking the
unique speakers contained within a historical database of voices, Speaking2Me can
determine the count of speakers involved and match them with previous encounters.
By doing this it can be used to create new ways of tracking personal socialness over
time.
4.2 Motivation
Allowing people with sociability issues to monitor their levels of interactivity with
other people can be of great value, and can help them to manage their condition. In
particular, there is specific interest from people who suffer from social anxiety [128] or
bipolar disorders [129], to detect social encounters and to understand how they might
contribute in the development of their condition. Technical solutions for passive
tracking of social interactions fall broadly into two categories: (i) instrumented
environments with sensing capabilities that can track social interactions within the
instrumented space [130], or (ii) mobile sensing of social interactions where all the
relevant parties need to use a particular type of technology (e.g. wearable social
tracking tags [106]). Both of these approaches have limitations that do not make
them suitable for the continuous tracking of an individual’s social life throughout their
daily lives. The first approach only works in certain environments (e.g. workplace),
while the second limits the data capture to social interactions between users who use
specialised technology. Indeed, in order for an individual user to be able to track
their own social life, technical solutions should work in any environment, without
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the need for their social peers to use certain technology.
In this work we consider the detection of speech between individuals, where the
participating parties can be accurately detected through the analysis of their voice
patterns. Existing techniques in speaker identification tend to rely more on supervised
machine learning techniques [7, 131–133], which do not scale well as they put a
significant burden on the user to manually generate training data sets. In supervised
learning, the fully-labelled data set can model which audio samples belong to which
person, however, it already has the answer to that challenge. When a new speaker is
introduced which the system was not trained for, it has to classify that sample as
one of the existing labelled speakers.
In our work we consider the development of a speaker identification solution that
can run on a single user’s mobile device, and can accurately match voice samples
with previously encountered individuals. Speaking2Me, is a system for unsupervised
speaker identification using deep learning. It employs an autoencoder-based deep
learning model, which lets the model free rein to find patterns of its own that can
produce high-quality results. Unlike supervised techniques, there is no limit on the
number of speakers which can be identified. This model can generate an encoding
feature vector for every voice sample, which maintains close similarity with encoded
vectors of voice samples of the same individual, and significant dissimilarity with
voice samples from other people. The Speaking2Me system achieves high levels of
accuracy in matching voice samples of people, without the need to pre-train the
system with samples from the specific people.
4.3 Approach
The high level approach of our system was to use Deep Learning to generate em-
beddings which represent the voice of speakers. These embeddings would then be
passed to a classifier to determine if the voice belongs to a new or existing speaker

















Figure 4.1: High-level approach of the Speaking2Me system. For training, a speech
data set is used to train the model, which produces embeddings. At runtime, the
voice is recorded and fed into the model where embeddings are produced. The
embeddings are fed into a classifier which determines if the speaker is new or not.
New speakers are enrolled into the list of social contacts.
4.3.1 Data Design
There are approaches that (1) capture data sets in the wild. In these settings, it is
very difficult to build data sets that are sufficiently large enough for training data.
There are also approaches that (2) use large public data sets, much more suited for
a deep learning system.
In order to design and evaluate a system like this, we made use of public data sets to
train models for speaker identification. However, in general these existing data sets
are typically created in constrained conditions, with limited environmental diversity
and are therefore limited in size. People might be reading from scripts and there is a
lack of background noise, reverberation or overlapping speech. The most ideal data
set would be recorded in a vast number of multi-speaker environments, riddled with




VoxCeleb [7] provides an automated pipeline to create data sets from open-source
media, specifically YouTube, by using face-detection and face tracking to extract the
audio of when people are speaking. The videos are shot in a large number of chal-
lenging environments, including predominantly multi-speaker acoustic environments,
such as: red carpet events, outdoor stadium, quiet studio interviews, speeches given
to large audiences, excerpts from professionally shot multimedia, and videos shot on
hand-held devices. Crucially, the data contains noise from real-world background
chatter, laughter, overlapping speech and room acoustics. Each speech file is more
than 3s long and there are multiple samples for each speaker.
# of speakers 1251
# of Male speakers 690 (55%)
# utterances 153,482
Max Avg Min
# utterances per speaker 36 18 8
Length of utterances 145 sec 8.2 sec 4.0 sec
Table 4.1: Data set design of VoxCeleb. This table describes three entries in a field:
maximum / average / minimum. An utterance refers to a sample of speech which
lasts more than 3 seconds in duration
Due to the extensive and diverse contents of the VoxCeleb dataset, we considered
that it would be a great training set for our proof-of-concept social sensing system.
At the time of writing this, the VoxCeleb paper has already been cited 550 times,
more notably used in highly cited work involving:
• Data augmentation that improves the performance of a deep neural network
(DNN) embeddings for speaker recognition [134]
• A neural network-based system for text-to-speech synthesis that is able to
generate speech audio in the voice of many different speakers, including those
unseen in the training data [135]
• A neural architecture for directly processing waveform audio in speaker identi-
fication and speaker verification tasks [136]
The VoxCeleb dataset was constructed in 5 steps:
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• Stage 1. To obtain a list of “Persons of Interest“, VoxCeleb uses the list
of people that appear in the VGG Face dataset [137], which is based on an
intersection of the most searched names in the Freebase knowledge graph, and
the Internet Movie Data Base (IMDB), of which approximately half are male
and the other half female.
• Stage 2. The top 50 videos for each of the 2,622 faces are automatically
downloaded using YouTube search. The word ‘interview’ is appended to the
name of the person of interest in search queries.
• Stage 3. The HOG-based face detector [138] is used to detect the faces in every
frame of each video downloaded from YouTube. Facial landmark positions are
detected for each face. Within each detected shot, face detections are grouped
together into face tracks using a position-based tracker.
• Stage 4. A two-stream CNN described in [139] which estimates the correlation
between the audio track and the mouth motion of the video, to verify speech.
• Stage 5. Active speaker face tracks are then classified into whether they belong
to the target speaker or not
An overview of this pipeline can be seen in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Data processing pipeline used to capture the VoxCeleb data set. This
figure shows how celbrity ”Elon Musk” is enrolled into their VoxCeleb database.
Image Source: [7]
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We used the VoxCeleb data set to build our Speaker Identification model, because of
the large number of utterances taken from diverse environments, with real-world and
multi-speaker noise. This is crucial to building a mobile-based speaker identification
system, where mobile devices can be placed in a number of different environments,
and there is typically challenging noise. Furthermore, testing a model against a
1251-class data set would provide enough diversity to prove that the model can work
effectively with a large number of speakers, regardless of gender, age, ethnicity or
language.
VoxCeleb describes it’s own supervised methodology for speaker identification using
CNN, which performs almost 20% higher than traditional state of the art baselines,
and uses 67M parameters to achieve 80.5% accuracy across 1251 classes. The aim of
our work is to develop an unsupervised Neural Network which does not require the
enrolment of new speakers, and thus be more suitable for smartphone devices in the
wild.
4.4 Feature Extraction
In order to build a speaker identification system, we first needed a set of features
which represent the voice patterns of people’s speech. This section describes the
features selected for our speaker identification and speaker counting methodologies.
4.4.1 MFCC Extraction
The most important step in any speaker recognition system is to extract auditory
features from a given audio input. Typically, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
[140] (MFCCs) are used in these speaker recognition systems as they are described
to accurately represent the envelope of the human voice. They can be described
as perceptually motivated signal representations defined as the real cepstrum of
a windowed short-time signal derived of the FFT of that signal. By introducing
information about human perception, we can train systems using parts of the
information which human listeners would find important. We specifically want to
use these MFCC features to identify voice pattern for individuals.
In deep learning, some systems have proven to give good results by using a Mel-
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Frequency Spectrogram as the input data [141]. However, such data is large in
size and produces a vast amount of learnable parameters, which increases model
size. For smartphone devices, it is optimal to extract a small amount of data, if
possible, to provide a much more lightweight approach. Therefore, we looked into
identifying the components of an audio signal which are best for identifying voice
patterns whilst discarding background noise. Ideally, we wanted to build a model
which would understand the general sound of a human voice, and not the contents
of the actual speech. MFCCs are widely used in speaker tasks [142]. At a glance,
this is how extracting an MFCC vector would work:
1. Before the spectral analysis, in order to amplify the energy in the high-
frequencies of the input speech signal, a pre-emphasis filter is used:
H(z) = 1− 0.95× z
2. Frame the input signal into small windowed frames of 25 ms
3. Apply a hamming window function to each frame, which can be described as:
w[n] = (0.54− 0.46) cos( 2pin
N − 1)
where, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, and N is the window length.
4. From each frame, calculate an estimate of the power spectrum. This can be




where, xi is the i
th frame of signal x.
5. Apply the mel filterbank to the power spectra, sum the energy in each filter.
This is a set of triangular filters that we apply to the power spectra.
Firstly, we convert the upper and lower frequencies to the Mel-scale:
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Then we can use the following to convert these to hertz:




Finally, we can create our filter banks. Once this is performed we are left with
26 numbers that give us an indication of how much energy is in each filterbank:
Hm(k) =

0 k < f(m− 1)
k−f(m−1)
f(m)−f(m−1) f(m− 1) 6 k 6 f(m)
f(m+1)−k
f(m+1)−f(m) f(m) 6 k 6 f(m+ 1)
0 k > f(m+ 1)
where m is the number of filters we want, and f() is the list of M+2 Mel-spaced
frequencies.
6. Take the log of all filterbank energies. This leaves us with 26 log filterbank
energies
E[m] = log(|Hm(k)|)2
for each frame a log-spectral-energy vector, E[m] is obtained as the output of
log energy computation.
7. Apply a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the log filterbank energies to















where M is the chosen number of cepstral coefficients
8. Store the DCT coefficients between 2 and n, and then discard the rest
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An overview of these steps is visible in figure 4.3
Figure 4.3: Overview of the steps to extract MFCC features from a speech sample.
Here, Filter Bank refers to the mel filters (converting to mel scale) and Cepstral
Coefficients are the MFCCs. Image Source: [8]
The MFCC feature vector describes the power spectral envelope of a single frame,
however, it lacks the dynamical information about the speech, such as trajectories of
the MFCC coefficients over time. Therefore, it is also common practice to append
the deltas to the MFCC feature vector to increase speech recognition performance
[143]. The deltas can be calculated as such:
dt =
∑N






where dt is the delta coefficient calculated from speech frame t, computed from
coefficients ct+n to ct−n. A typical value for N is 2. It is also possible to calculate
the delta-deltas by applying the above formula to the delta coefficients, however, we
wanted to obtain a lower dimension of features.
For our preliminary experiments, we used 16 MFCCs and their deltas, totalling to an
input feature vector size of 32. This was an arbitrary and initial number of features
that was selected for a preliminary exploration. It’s important to note that the
end-goal of the feature selection was to eventually optimise the number of MFCCs
used, and we approached this in 4.6.2.1.
To make the training data and validation data sets comparable, we needed to apply
scaling to the two sets. We did this by centering the data to make it have zero mean
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and unit standard error. We used a library in Python for a scaler and fit the scaler
to the training set of data. We then saved the scaler to disk and reused it to apply
the same transformation to the validation set (and this should be used for newly
obtained examples before forecasting).
4.5 Preliminary Experiments and Results
In order to understand the viability of using deep learning for speaker identification in
devices with low resources, we first had to construct preliminary experiments with the
VoxCeleb data set to understand the possibilities. The aim for this experiment was to
replicate the design of a supervised model, similar to what VoxCeleb provides, whilst
exploring techniques to reduce the memory footprint of the model. We undertook
2 main preliminary experiments (i) a 2D Convolutional Neural Network designed
to classify short samples of speech and (ii) a 1D autoencoder Convolutional Neural
Network designed to classify MFCC feature vectors belonging to speakers using
distance metrics.
We decided to use a 2D Convolutional Neural Network because it appeared to work
well in the literature. For example, the work in [144] investigated whether end-to-end
learning for music audio is feasible using convolutional neural networks, specifically
for music content tagging. In this work, the CNN is used with a spectrogram image
to automatically learn features. The work in [145] investigated whether it was feasible
to identify speakers using features generated by a CNN. The input of the model was
a spectrogram of speech, similarly to the VoxCeleb’s implementation.
Alternatively, we decided to also try autoencoders. Unlike 2D Convolutional Neural
Networks, an autoencoder can be used to develop an unsupervised approach to a
social sensing system. For example, the work in [146] uses an autoencoder for speaker
recognition using a deep neural network, for removing reverberation, denoising and
enhancing the speech present in audio samples to improve a speaker recognition
system. Similarly, the work in [147] uses a deep autoencoder to denoise audio samples
to enhance speech.
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4.5.1 Architecture for 2D Convolutional Neural Network
Our architecture was based loosely on the model presented in [7], which was a 2D
Convolutional Neural Network based on the VGG-M CNN [148]. We applied our
own modifications the CNN in VoxCeleb to match a smaller input size and to provide
a less computationally complex model. Table 4.2 outlines the model design and
figure 4.4 shows an outline of the Neural Network process. Each convolution layer
was followed by batch normalisation and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [149] layer.
conv4 had support for 14 x 1, for the frequency domain, followed by an average
pooling layer of 1 x n, where n depends on the length of the input speech. For
example, for a 3-second input, n = 23. We used no max pooling due to the low input
data size. The filter size of each convolution was 64, to maintain low parameter
usage, with the exception of conv4 which used 128 filters. We used Dropout [150]
across the network to reduce over-fitting. The output of the last layer is fed into a
Softmax [25] in order to produce a distribution over the 1,251 classes. Using this
model, we are able to reduce the learnable parameters from 67M in VoxCeleb to
3.1M; a parameter reduction of 95.4%
Figure 4.4: Neural Network diagram overview of the proposed CNN architecture.
In this, multiple convolutions are passed into fully connected layers before being
classified using a Softmax layer
4.5.2 Implementation
We used the Neural Network Toolbox from Matlab and trained on a NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU. The network was trained using Batch Normalization after each layer.
Dropout was configured experimentally, and outlined in figure 4.2. Other than this,
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Layer Support Filter Dim. # Filts. Stride Padding Dropout
conv1 7 x 7 1 64 2 x 2 1 0
conv2 5 x 5 64 64 2 x 2 1 0
conv3 5 x 5 64 64 2 x 2 1 0
conv4 14 x 1 64 128 1 x 1 0 0.2
apool1 1 x n - - 1 x 1 - 0.2
fc1 - 128 2048 - - 0.2
fc2 - 2048 1251 - - -
Table 4.2: CNN architecture for a 3-second input duration of speech. The input
spectrogram is passed into 4 convolution layers before an average pooling layer, and
then two fully connected layers
all default values of the toolbox were used.
4.5.3 Training and Validation
For training, we used the 138,361 full speech files for 1251 speakers from VoxCeleb
training set and 6,904 files from the VoxCeleb validation set. The datasets here, are
a collection of 1251 classes, where each class represents a person who is speaking.
For the training data, we used files where the duration was larger than 3s, and
augmented the input by taking random crops of 3 seconds across the time-domain,
specifically spectrogram crops of size 128 x 200, where 200 is equal to a 3-second
duration. The training data was now 2D images of 128x200 in size, of spectrogram
data, for 1251 classes. The validation data was processed in a similar way, and also
consisted of 128x200 crops of spectrogram data, for the 1251 classes.
We trained the model using a learning rate of 0.05, and used no L2 regularization.
Furthermore, the training data was shuffled before each training epoch, and the
validation data was shuffled before each network validation to reduce variance and
over-fitting. Zero-center Normalization was applied to the spectrogram image input
layer. The training was validated by the Means Squared Error (MSE) calculation,







MSE measures the average squared error of the predictions made by the model. It
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calculates square difference between each point of the predictions and the target and
then produced an average of those values. The higher this value is - the worse the
model performs.
During the training of our model, we used the MSE loss function to monitor the
performance of the model as it trains. This can be seen in figure 4.5, which shows
how the MSE loss had decreased over multiple epochs during the training process.
Figure 4.5: Training and validation loss values captured over multiple epochs during
the training progress. A lower MSE loss represents a model which should perform
better.
4.5.4 Testing
We used a separate data set and used it for testing the performance of our network.
To build this new data set, we took the full-size files from the VoxCeleb ‘test set’
section, which is a separate data set of 4,874 audio files from the 1251 speakers. The
files have no crossover with the validation or training sets. From these files, we take
the speech inputs and split them into 3s fixed-length segments. These segments were
classified using the trained model, and then the Softmax scores were averaged to give
a final class prediction for a full-size speech input. This follows a similar methodology
to VoxCeleb’s “CNN-fc-3s” architecture, which performed at 72.4% accuracy. We
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used the validation data to estimate the model’s performance after each training
epoch, and used an implementation of Early Stopping to stop the training procedure
once the validation accuracy has failed to improve after 5 epochs.
We evaluated the performance of this 2D CNN Model architecture over the VoxCeleb
database, which consisted of the 1251 classes. The results of this are shown in table
4.3. In these results, we analyzed two classification methods. The first, “full-file”
follows the classification methodology in VoxCeleb by splitting a variable-input
image into 3-second segments, and providing a Softmax score for each segment.
The 3s Softmax scores for each variable-input image are then averaged to provide a
Softmaxavg which was used to provide classification for an entire full length audio
file. The second classification method also splits a variable input image into 3-second
segments, and then provides an accuracy for the single 3-second input.
4.5.5 Results
Architecture Full-File F-Score 3s Segment F-Score
CNN-fc-3s no var. norm 68.22% 75.79%
Table 4.3: Table of results for Speaker Identification using CNN-fc-3s architecture
on the VoxCeleb dataset
Looking at the results in table 4.3, we can see that there is significant scope in reducing
input features and still maintaining an acceptable accuracy for the classification
task. For full-file F-Score metric, it performs well compared to VoxCeleb’s 72.4%
accuracy, however, the 3s Segment Accuracy result for this preliminary experiment
shows how well the trained model can identify independent small samples of speech
without the need to classify entire tracks. In conclusion, it is clear that we can learn
a lot without replying large complex models, which brings around viability for a
mobile-based neural network. However, classification tasks are closed-set and would
not work well in real-word scenarios when new speakers are entering conversational
databases. In our next preliminary experiment, we looked into the feasibility of an
unsupervised approach.
4.5.6 Autoencoder Neural Network
An autoencoder [151] is a transformation applied to an input vector that tries to map
samples from one space into the same space. More specifically, an autoencoder will
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Figure 4.6: Overview of the autoencoder example for MNIST, illustrating how the
autoencoder can learn an embedding to represent individual hand-written letters.
Image source: [9]
try to squeeze the high dimensional space through a lower dimensional bottleneck
(known as the encoder) to learn how well it can reconstruct the original samples
(known as the decoder). Figure 4.6 [9] shows an example structure for a convolutional
autoencoder for MNIST (a large database of handwritten digits that is commonly
used for training various image processing). In the middle of this figure (h), there
is a fully connected autoencoder whose embedded layer is composed of only 10
neurons. The rest are convolutional layers and convolutional transpose layers, to be
trained directly in an end-to-end manner. In this example, we can take images of a
handwritten number ‘2’ and train the autoencoder to construct an embedding at
h which represents the number 2. We can then extract and use this embedding to
classify which handwritten letters are ‘2’ and those which are not.
In our case, we use the encoder and the decoder network as a black box that
handles the transformation. With our 1D feature vector inputs, we can imagine that
this will work a lot like lossy image compression, where information is lost as the
dimensionality is reduced, but the original image can still be reconstructed with only
a small loss of quality. In unsupervised speaker identification, the during runtime
the output of the encoder is not actually of any practical use. Instead, we care more
about the hidden representation that the autoencoder has learned. We can use this
learned representation as a fingerprint to distinguish some speakers from others.
The outline of an autoencoder for our use case can be seen in figure 4.7. In this
figure, the 32 MFCC input is passed through a series of layers gφ, which encodes
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Figure 4.7: An overview of the autoencoder example, for a use case involving MFCC
features as an input. Here, the 1x32 MFCC input is encoded to the bottleneck layer.
The encoded speech representation from the bottleneck layer is then decoded to
reconstruct the original input.
the input into the bottleneck z. The bottleneck encoded representation of the input
is then reconstructed through the decoder layers in fθ. The reconstructed output
is then compared to the original input, and a loss function is used to calculate the
differences. Ideally, the reconstructed output would be identical to the original input,
meaning that a sample of MFCCs can be encoded and decoded with barely any loss.
The bottleneck encoded representation can then be used for classification.
4.6 Model Architecture and Design
Concluding from the preliminary analysis of deep learning network types, it became
evident that an autoencoder was the best choice, particularly for a unsupervised
approach. Considering that mobile devices would require a lightweight model ar-
chitecture, an autoencoder makes a good choice because it works by encoding it’s
features into less dimensions, resulting in a smaller feature vector size. Moreover, au-
toencoder generally requires fewer learnable parameters than a typical Convolutional
Neural Network architecture for classification tasks.
We made some different design choices to fit this problem and to ensure that we’re
learning voice patterns and not the content of speech:
(a) We use longer windows, specifically 12-seconds, to ensure that the network does
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not focus on the speech contents, but instead the voice characteristics which occur
over longer periods of time. Practically, the input to the autoencoder is the set
of MFCCs calculated over a longer window of speech and therefore obfuscates the
actual speech content.
(b) For the VoxCeleb training set, we also constructed a collection of pairs for each
voice sample. These pairs are from the same speaker, but from a different voice
sample. We wanted to make sure that when the autoencoder reconstructs the input,
it calculates the loss based on the pair and not the original sample. By doing this,
each input is reconstructed to different speech from the same speaker. We do this to
ensure that whilst training, the network captures encoded vectors which represent
how the speaker speaks, and not the contents of the speech.
4.6.1 Initial Autoencoder design
We created an initial 1D Convolutional Neural Network autoencoder architecture
that would be used to experiment with feature input size, window size, and model
optimisation. According to our preliminary work which identifies that a 1D CNN
autoencoder performs well with MFCC features, we decided to base our model
architecture around a deep 1D CNN autoencoder with a maximum of 2 Convolutional
layers in depth to reduce computational cost. This model’s diagram can be seen
in figure 4.9, with an outline of each layer in table 4.4. Figure 4.8 provides a
neural network diagram of the proposed autoencoder network. Each Convolutional
layer used Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) activation (since ReLU is commonly used
as an activation layer in deep learning) except for the output layer, which use a
Sigmoid activation function. After each activation layer, we applied Max Pooling in
1 dimension with a size of 2, so that it would encode the data by 50% each time we
applied it. The output of the second Max Pooling layer (max pool2) was used as our
encoder output.
4.6.1.1 Data Set Split
We partitioned the VoxCeleb dataset into three partitions: training, validation and
test sets. The split was kept the same as VoxCeleb, and the same data set as we
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Figure 4.8: Proposed initial 1D CNN architecture for a 12-second input duration
of speech represented as a Neural Network diagram. In this figure, the MFCCs are
inserted from x1 to x32 and encoded into the bottleneck layer. The encoded features
are then extracted from this bottleneck layer. The encoded representation is then












Figure 4.9: Overview of the initial model used during the preliminary experiments
in 4.6.1. The labels are in format of layer name: layer type
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Layer Name Layer Type Support # Filters Activation Output size
input Input Layer - - - 32
enc conv1 Convolutional 3 16 ReLU 32
max pool1 Max Pooling 2 - - 16x16
enc conv2 Convolutional 3 8 ReLU 16
max pool2 Max Pooling 2 - - 8x8
upsampling2 Upsampling 2 - - 16x8
dec conv2 Convolutional 3 8 ReLU 16
upsampling1 Upsampling 2 - - 32x8
dec conv1 Convolutional 3 16 ReLU 32x16
output conv Convolutional 3 1 Sigmoid 32
Table 4.4: Proposed initial 1D CNN architecture for a 12-second input duration
of speech. Layer max pool2 represents the output of the encoder and output conv
represents the output of the decoder
For the preliminary experiments of Speaking2Me, more specifically, we chose to
use a small subset of VoxCeleb dataset, where only the Person of Interest (POI)
whose name started with an “E” was selected to be trained and validated. This
subset of POIs provided enough diversity between male and female speakers, and is
specifically used in the Voxceleb paper as a subset for testing their trained model.
By reducing the number of POIs, the preliminary experiments of Speaking2Me could
be performed much quicker and thus eliminated the time limitations involved in
machine learning with large data sets. Testing involved variable amount of speakers,
from the remainder of the VoxCeleb data set (POIs whose name does not start with
“E”). For the final model training, we used the entire 1251 classes from VoxCeleb for
the training, validation and test sets.
4.6.2 Input Features
For input features we chose audio samples which were mono, single-channel 16-bit
stream at a 16 kHz sampling rate. This allowed all of the speech frequencies between
300 Hz and 3400 Hz, and had a good balance of audio quality. Any audio file which
was stereo would first be converted to a single-channel format. For feature selection,
we picked the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as the most appropriate
input for speech processing. We sampled audio as a 12 second window size (as
described in section 4.6.2.2) with a 50% overlap sliding window to ensure that we
are encoding features which represent the voice of a speaker, and not the contents of
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the speech. 16 MFCCs were extracted from the 12 second window and their deltas,
to create an input vector of 32 in size.
4.6.2.1 Picking the Best Number of MFCCs
Picking the number of MFCCs for the input vector of a deep learning model can
be a trivial task. To provide justification, it was deemed important to produce
experimental results for different MFCC feature vector sizes to determine what the
best amount was. To achieve these results, we followed the preliminary experimental
set-up of using a 12 second window size with 50% slide and extracted the MFCCs
and their deltas from the audio track. The number of MFCCs for a given experiment
can be seen in figure 4.10 and the total feature size was the number of MFCCs *
2 due to the addition of the deltas.
The accuracy was calculated using a Distance Classifier which uses Euclidean distance
to calculate the distance between the encoded feature vectors and compares the
distance of these against all other speakers. The encoded feature vectors are what we
extract from the autoencoder at the bottleneck, which is an encoded representation
of speaker’s voices. We then use the smallest Euclidean distance to classify each
sample as the person who was most likely talking. This is described more in section
4.7.1.
4.6.2.2 Picking the Best Window Size
We established the best window size by running the initial 1D CNN with data created
by a different window sizes. We run the training, validation and testing multiple
times and make note of the accuracy produced by the distance based classification
described in section 4.6.2.1.
Looking at figure 4.11 we can see that the accuracy increases as the window sizes
increases. It is likely that this is happening because the MFCCs in shorter windows
represent more about what people say and not how they say it. So as the window size
increases, the feature vectors generated are more suited to a speaker identification




















Number of MFCC Features
Figure 4.10: Comparison of distance based classification (Euclidean distance) for
validation accuracy produced by variable MFCC features as an input vector. Here,
as the number of MFCC features decreases, the classification accuracy also decreases
Figure 4.11: Accuracy of the system for variable window sizes using a Distance
Classification technique. Here, as the window size duration gets shorter, the validation
accuracy and the test accuracy decrease. The validation accuracy refers to the
accuracy produced whilst training against a separate validation data set. The test
accuracy refers to the accuracy produced from a completely separate testing data
set that is not used during training.
4.6.3 Final Autoencoder design
In our preliminary experiments, we experimented with a number of different network
architectures before choosing a 1D CNN Autoencoder due to its unsupervised nature
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and yields good results when using a distance-based classification technique.
The output of our preliminary experiments allowed the final autoencoder design to be
determined through experimentation with the number of MFCC and Deltas needed
for the input vector and size (in seconds) for the window of the audio sampling. As
such, we chose to extract a 12 second window size with a 50% overlapping sliding
window (identified experimentally in 4.6.2.2 to achieve high accuracy in speaker
identification). 20 MFCCs were extracted from the 12 second window and their
deltas, to create an input vector of 40 in size (identified experimentally in section
4.6.2.1). It is our hypothesis that we can improve the performance of a 12-second
window by using Hyperparameter optimisation, which we describe further in our
Discussions chapter (5).
4.6.4 Autoencoder Validation
During our training, we use the MSE loss function to monitor the performance of
the model as it trains, in the same way as is described in section 4.5.3. The input is
a 12-second speech from a speaker, represented as a feature vector. This input is
encoded by the autoencoder and then reconstructed. The reconstructed output is
then validated against it’s pair: a 12-second speech from the same speaker, but from
a different audio file. The model loss is calculated by the MSE different between the







where r is the reconstruction of the input and p is the pair assigned to the original
input.
4.7 Classification Methods
We built an autoencoder model which will produce encoded representations of
peoples voices. We needed to build a classification technique for discovering known
encountered voices vs new people. We used the encoded vectors produced by our
autoencoder model against the VoxCeleb training and validation data sets. The
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autoencoder produces encoded representations of MFCC vectors for 12-seconds of
audio. The training encoded representations consisted of 163,555 samples across the
1251 classes, and the validation encoded representations consisted of 7,972 samples
across the same 1251 classes. We present two techniques for classification:
• A Closed-Set Distance-based Classification method
• A Binary Classification via a trained Neural Network
4.7.1 Closed-Set Classification
To test the performance of the trained model, we developed a Distance Classifier
which uses Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between the encoded feature
vectors and compares the distance of these against all other speakers. The encoded
feature vectors are what we extract from the autoencoder at the bottleneck, which is
an encoded representation of speaker’s voices. We then use the smallest Euclidean
distance to classify each sample as the person who was most likely talking. Euclidean







where n is the number of elements within the vector of features produced by the
autoencoder, and veca and vecb are the output vectors produced by the autoencoder
for speech samples a and b.
The accuracy was provided by this classification technique was output as 81.7% on
the test set, an improvement on the supervised approach from VoxCeleb. However,
this was assigning encoded vectors to 1251 classes, which is closed set and won’t work
in an unsupervised manner. The system would likely need to be retrained whenever
a new class is introduced. To avoid this, we instead re-approached the challenge with
an unsupervised binary classification technique.
4.7.2 Binary Classification
The idea was to design a model which would take the encoded representation for
pairs of speakers and insert them into a system that would classify each as ’same’ or
’different’ speakers.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of Frequency Bin Euclidean Distances between Speakers
who are the same and Speakers who are different.
In this work, we presented two techniques:
1. A threshold-based classification, using euclidean distance
2. A Logistic Regression classification technique
It was our hypothesis that the threshold-based classification would yield the lowest
accuracy, whereas a logistic regression based method would provide better results
because it might be able to learn from the encoded representation pairs vectors
themselves.
4.7.2.1 Threshold-based Classification
In this method of classification, we try a technique of classifying between “same”
and “different” speakers by using a threshold of Euclidean distance. This would
work by calculating the Euclidean Distance between two samples and then noting if
the ground truth labels are from the same speaker. In order to calculate the correct
threshold, we used the VoxCeleb test set samples and calculated the Euclidean
Distance between every possible combination of audio samples, and recorded the
Euclidean Distance for when speakers are the same and when they are different. We
plot the results of this in figure 4.12.
Looking at the figure 4.12, we can determine that the best threshold is the point
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where the two lines cross over. However, it’s quite clear that if we applied this
threshold, the results would be poor; the distributions overlap too much and simulate
that the accuracy would likely be poor for this method of classification.
Instead of continuing with a threshold based approach, we decided to try a Logistic
Regression Classification techniques, in hopes to boost accuracy by letting the
network learn from the samples themselves instead of relying on a fixed threshold.
4.7.2.2 Logistic Regression Classification
To construct a new dataset suitable for binary classification, we took the encoded
representations for training and validation, respectably, and iterated across the
entire collection. For each sample in the collection (source samples), we allocated 2
randomly selected samples from the same class, and 2 randomly selected samples
from a different class (target samples). We append the target sample to the source
sample to create a new data entry - where the left half of the vector is the source
sample and the right side of the vector is the target sample. We also assign a label
value to each - if both the source and the target are from the same class, then the
label is 1, however, if the source and the target are from different classes then the
label is a 0. This means that we construct a new dataset of speaker pairs where the
speakers are either the same or different speakers, and each training or validation
sample is assigned 4 randomly selected pairs.
For the training set, 163,555 initial samples were transformed to 654,220 samples,
where each sample contains a pair of encoded representations of either ’same’ or
’different’ speakers (2 classes). For the validation set, 7,972 initial samples were
transformed to 31,888 samples, as seen in table 4.5. For testing, we took the 4,874
files for 1251 speakers, from the VoxCeleb test set. We also used the VoxCeleb trial
pairs for Verification, which is a list of 37,500 pairs of speech files, with ground truth
of whether or not the pair is from the same speaker. The trial pairs are designed to
test the performance of a speaker identification system. In our system, we test the
binary classification performance based on the trail pairs, as such:
1. For each pair, split into 12-second windows
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2. For each window, extract the MFCC input features
3. For each pair, insert the input features into the autoencoder to generate the
encoded representation
4. Combine the encoded representations generated by the pairs into the same
vector
5. Classify the pairs as same or different by inserting the combined vector into a
binary classifier
# of speakers 1251
# training samples 654,220
# validation samples 31,888
# test samples 4,874
# test pairs 37,500
# classes 2
Table 4.5: Data set overview for the binary classifier. The classes here, are ”same”
or ”different” speakers. From 4,874 test samples, we produce 37,500 audio pairs of
same/different people speaking
We designed a binary classification model which would take an input sample and










Table 4.6: Final Binary Classification Model. Each layer is densely connected and
uses decreasing units per layer. Each layer uses PReLU activation. Classification is
performed by the final softmax layer (for 2 classes)
For the model architecture skeleton of the Binary Classification, we used simple
densely-connected layers [152] due to their ability to be substantially deeper and
more accurate (the final model is described in table 4.6). Our model is designed
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to take the input (512 x 1) and reduce the dimensions by half for each layer. The
final layer would then be 2 units, for binary classification. We used Hyperparameter
Optimization to choose the parameters for us.
4.7.4 Hyperparameters
We designed an automated way to pick the best parameters for our new model using
Talos and Keras. We decided that we wanted to focus on the following parameters
for this:
Parameter Group Value













Batch Size Random range from 64 to 2048
Table 4.7: Outline of the parameters we investigated for the Binary Classifier
Hyperparameter Optimization
We ran the Hyperparameter Optimization over 311 permutations of the model, where
each permutation would train the model until Early Stopping determined that the
validation loss could not improve for 3 epochs. The validation loss used binary cross
entropy, which can be described as:
loss = −(y log(p) + (1− y) log(1− p))
where y is the binary indicator (0 or 1) if class label c is the correct classification for
observation o and p is the predicted probability observation o is of class c.
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We took the results of the Hyperparameter Optimization (outlined more in chapter
5) and sorted by the lowest validation loss, to pick the best performing model. This
model trained for 12 epochs, used PReLU activation for each layer, required 2048
batch size and 0.001 learning rate. The optimizer used was RMSProp. The best
model architecture is outlined in table 4.6.
4.7.5 Results
We used the parameters determined by the Hyperparameter Optimization to build
our model, and then trained and validated the model from the data set described in
section 4.7.2.2. The trained model performed with 80.43% F-Measure on the training
data set and 84.21% F-Measure on the validation data set. This measurement of
performance was calculated using Keras, which tests the performance of the trained
model against a new data set. Specifically, we obtained our result by testing the
model against the training set used, and then with the validation data set, which is
a data from speakers not used in training.
We used the VoxCeleb trial samples (as outlined in 4.7.2.2) to test the performance
of the entire sensing system. These trial samples are a list of 37,500 pairs of speech
files, with ground truth of whether or not the pair is from the same speaker or not.
We extracted the encoded representation from each 12-second window from each trial
pair using our autoencoder model, to construct multiple inputs for each trial pair
where each input represents 12 seconds of speech for both speakers as a combined
vector. We insert this input into the binary classifier. We calculate the precision of




where TP are the true positives (the samples that were identified correctly) and FP
are the false positives (the samples that were not identified correctly).
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Predicted
Same Speaker Different Speaker Total
Ground Truth Same Speaker 13988 4917 18905
Different Speaker 4536 14059 18595
Total 18524 18976 37500
Table 4.8: Confusion matrix showing the breakdown of the precision produced by
testing the system against the trial pairs
4.8 Scalable Conversation Generation
To further test the performance of the Speaker Identification System, we looked
to test the system against real-world data, however, real-world data is difficult to
gather in large quantities. Instead, we worked towards building a small system
for generating conversations using speech from people recorded in real and diverse
environments.
Our conversation generation system accepts an input data set of labelled audio.
The system then accepts two configurable parameters: number of speaker for the
conversation and number of conversational turns (for example, the person speaking
will switch n times). Based on the configuration, from those n people, we pick all of
their audio to insert into a conversation. We then build a timeline of a audio, where
we pick a random talking duration between 4 and 20 seconds and insert that into
the conversation timeline until the configured number of conversational turns has
been satisfied.
The system randomly generates a conversation of audio like so:
In algorithm 1, the conversation is generated by looping through the duration of
the desired conversation and selecting random duration of speech to insert at given
intervals. Each speech sample inserted is treated as a conversational turn (the
moment someone else starts to speak) and the next speaker is anyone from the
collection of random n speakers, except for the previous speaker. The output of
algorithm 1 is a timeline of speech by n speakers where each speakers talks for a
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Algorithm 1 Conversation Timeline Generation
1: Load data set and labels
2: Randomly select n speakers from data set into speaker collection
3: Initialise timeline as an empty list
4: repeat
5: Randomly select a speaker from speaker collection
6: Randomly choose a duration of speech between 4 and 20 seconds
7: Extract speech sample for given duration which doesn’t exist in timeline
already
8: Append extracted speech to timeline
9: until max number of conversation turns
random duration of time.
4.8.1 Conversation Speaker Identification Performance
To calculate the performance of the Speaker Identification system, we used our
methodology on 100 generated conversations and calculated the precision (using
algorithm 2) of each conversation via the algorithm 1. The average precision was
then found from the 100 conversations.
In these tests, we built random conversations using 20 conversational turns and 3
participants per conversation. This means that the conversations generated would be
between 1:18 minutes and 6:36 minutes long, and conversations would be 3:57 minutes
on average. We ran the Conversation Generator 100 times and then determined
the average precision for all experiments, and the average speaker count across the
100 conversations. Each conversation generated was random, and was likely to be
significantly different to other generated conversations. Each conversation can pick
from a selection of 40 speakers from the VoxCeleb data set (participants whose voice
starts with ‘E’), and use audio samples from the VoxCeleb testing set.
Algorithm 2 works by enrolling new speakers into an enrolment database. It de-
termines if a speaker is new, when no matches can be found for a given sample
when testing against the enrolment database. Matches are determined when a given
sample is classified as the same speaker within the existing enrolment database with a
probability of more than 0.5; when no enrolled speakers can match with a probability
higher than 0.5, that sample represents a speaker who is new. We then determine
speaker count by the size of enrolment database. An overview of the system can be
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Algorithm 2 Unsupervised Speaker Identification Algorithm
1: Load data set and labels
2: Randomly select n speakers from data set into speaker collection
3: Set correct to 0
4: Initialise timeline as an empty list
5: Initialise enrolled as an empty list
6: repeat
7: Randomly select a speaker from speaker collection
8: Randomly choose a duration of speech between 4 and 20 seconds
9: Extract speech sample for given duration which doesn’t exist in timeline
already
10: Append extracted speech to timeline
11: until max number of conversation turns
12: repeat
13: Take 12-second subset from the timeline as speech
14: Extract the MFCCs from speech as MFCCs
15: Extract encoded representation from MFCCs using autoencoder
16: if enrolled is empty then
17: Insert encoded sample into enrolled
18: else
19: Initialise matches as empty list
20: for each voice sample ∈ database do
21: Take the stored encoded sample
22: Combine with other encoded
23: Insert new vector into Binary classifier
24: Extract probability of both encoded samples being from the same
speaker
25: if probability > 0.5 then
26: Insert probability into matches with speech’s label
27: end if
28: end for
29: if matches is empty then
30: Insert encoded sample into enrolled
31: end if
32: end if
33: Set best match to the label which appears most in matches
34: if best match is speech label then
35: Set correct to correct+ 1
36: end if
37: Move forwards on the timeline by 12 seconds





found in figure 4.13.
The performance of our Unsupervised Speaker Identification algorithm is 74.72%
average precision over the 100 generated conversations.
4.8.2 Speaker Counting
The speaker count is the size of the enrolment database. This means that speaking
counting works in the following way:
1. Extract features from audio
2. Run Speaker Identification methodology on the extracted features
3. Estimate a count of speakers within the conversation based on the output of
the Speaker Identification system
To estimate the count of speakers, we took the size of the enrolment database for all
of the 100 experiments and calculated the average. In the above experiment, the
speaker counting found 3.4 speakers on average.
4.9 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we showed the Speaking2Me system which works by extracting encoded
representations of people’s voices and classifies them using a trained binary classifier.
The trained autoencoder model is 47kb and the binary classifier model is 4mb in
size, both of which can easily be stored on a user’s smartphone device. We tested
the performance of the entire system through multiple auto-generated conversations
to achieve average precision of 74.72%; similar to the supervised approach that
VoxCeleb used.
Although the system has not been tested in the wild, the diversity of the data set used
(including voices in noisy environments) indicates that this is a robust solution. For
future work, we will organise user studies where participants attend set up meetings
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Figure 4.13: Overview of the Speaker Identification System. This figure shows how
samples of audio can be extracted and classified using the Speaking2Me system to
produce a collection of social contacts. The y-axis is time. As time moves forwards,






This thesis explored the sensing of human social interactions using smartphone
devices, comprised of two principal contributions:
• A collaborative sensing system designed for Android devices entitled ‘Next2me’,
which aims to capture the social interactions performed by social groups within
close proximity to each other, but separate by nature. The system is deployed
as a smartphone app that users can install onto their Android devices, and
works by automatically collecting data about the signal strengths of nearby
WiFi access points to determine if people are co-located. Once the system
determines that people are co-located, a cloud service uses the similarity
of audio fingerprints captured by the smartphone microphones to separate
social groups. This system does not require the training on voice samples of
participating users and yields high precision in these dense social scenarios.
• A separate and scalable continuous tracking system entitled ‘Speaking2Me’,
which aims to capture social information without the need for all social contacts
to use the technology. This system captures social information by using the
audio signals only, which can operate on a single smartphone device only.
The system makes use of a deep learning autoencoder to extract encoded
representations of people’s voices and then calculates speaker identification and
speaker counting using a trained binary classification neural network model.
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This system is designed to minimise memory footprint of the trained model,
and does not require the training of voice samples from participants social
contacts.
These systems have no reliance on the existing infrastructure of buildings in which
conversations may occur, and can work anywhere. This is an advantage over many
of the systems presented in the literature. Furthermore, there is also no need to
train these systems with new data from the social contacts of participants. These
are both social sensing solutions, which are scalable and are easy to deploy.
This thesis also explored two main research questions: (1) how can smartphones
accurately track social interactions in different scenarios and (2) how can a suitable
sensing system be scalable and how can it be utilised to capture the social context
from other participants who are not using the sensing system. The work in Next2Me
primarily explored the tracking of social interactions between human participants in
different social scenarios, and the key findings were that we can accurately detect
these scenarios with 88% accuracy in challenging scenarios, where different social
groups are within close proximity but actually contain unrelated clusters of interacting
people. Speaking2Me, however, looked into the scalability issues that can occur with
sensing systems, such as all participants needing to install a tracking app. A key
finding here, was that only one user can need to install the sensing app, and by
utilising unsupervised deep learning techniques, we can form a database of the social
contacts that a participant interacts with on a daily basis.
5.1 Interpretation of the Findings
The work in this thesis hoped to track social interactions using smartphones and
cloud processing as the primary tools. Generally speaking, continuous sensing when
using smartphones is one of the biggest challenges. And without a comprehensive
data collection, it would be much more difficult to make accurate interpretations
of the data. In this section, we discuss the findings and the steps we took to sense
social interactions, how we built towards a continuous sensing system and how we
optimised the parameters needed to improve classification performance.
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5.1.1 Detecting Social Interactions
Social interactions occur all the time in the real world. Ideally, a social sensing system
would be able to capture information about it’s surroundings, including what social
interactions are occurring. In our work, we proposed to use WiFi to capture these,
due to the vast availability of 2.4 GHz WiFi in urban areas. However, ultimately there
were limitations of using WiFi signals to capture social interactions, for example, if
we consider a queue of people in a coffee shop, it is likely that most people are not
part of the same social interaction and are instead queuing as individuals. A social
sensing system is limited by what it can capture in these scenarios, primarily because
the system would consider people who are co-located for a significant amount of time.
Considering these limitations of using WiFi signals alone to detect social interactions,
in Next2Me we explored the feasibility of also use the capture of audio signals as a
way of distinguishing social groups that are in close proximity to each other.
We explored if sound signals can reveal distinctive patterns that can help differentiate
between people participating in the same conversation, and developed a technique
of using the top n frequencies in a speech sample to generate “sound fingerprints”.
Based on the findings of preliminary studies, we designed a system that would detect
social interactions using a combination of WiFi signals, as an early indicator that
users are in close proximity, followed by audio sensing to identify smaller groups
within the same area. Now, if we consider the same coffee shop queuing scenario,
the hypothesis here is that the pattern of sounds between social groups would be
different. For example, if you are queuing with a friend, perhaps you are facing
towards each other and your smartphones are able to captures the speech signals
based on this orientation setup. Other people in the queue, if interacting, would be
speaking in different directions where human bodies would absorb the sound signals,
and therefore the sound patterns from the other people would be different from your
social group.
To test the system, we orchestrated various social scenarios where interacting groups
are close but part of separate interactions. We used the WiFi data to detect when
people are co-located (using similarity techniques for comparing the WiFi RSSI
signals) and used this as a trigger point to capture audio from the interactions.
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From the audio data captured, we extracted the top frequencies and fed these into a
community detection algorithm to extract communities from he data by applying the
Louvain community detection algorithm. The output of the community detection
represents the output of the system; identifying the different groups interacting
within close proximity of each other.
We also showed the Speaking2Me system, which worked by extracting encoded
representations of people’s voices and classifies them using a trained binary classifier.
Speaking2Me aimed to allow the detection of social interactions using one smartphone
only, targeting scenarios where metrics are needed to be obtained in real time about
the socialness of a single-user. In order to do this, the system employed state-of-the
art Deep learning techniques for speaker identification, to establish if a given speech
sample recorded by a smartphone device belongs to a new or known speaker within a
user’s database of social contacts. By tracking the unique speakers contained within
a historical database of voices, Speaking2Me can determine the count of speakers
involved and match them with previous encounters. By doing this it can be used
to create new ways of tracking personal socialness over time. In this work, the
trained autoencoder model is small in size, and therefore good for mobile computing
purposes. The binary classifier model is also small, around 4mb in size, and can
easily be stored on a user’s smartphone device or downloaded across a stream via
cloud computing. We tested the performance of the this system through multiple
auto-generated conversations to achieve average precision of 74.72%.
5.1.2 Conserving Energy Consumption
The design of the a social sensing system relies heavily on sensing modalities that can
have a significant impact on the battery life of the participants’ smartphones. In this
thesis, we analysed the energy cost implications of using Next2Me. In our analysis
we attempted to establish the average cost of using Next2Me in the form of electric
charge (measured in mAh) consumed during a typical day. The aim of this estimation
was to allow us to consider the impact that the system would have on the battery life
of common smartphones, with battery capacities in the rage of 2,800mAh (Samsung
S5) to 3,220mAh (Nexus 6). We also anticipated that precision on social interaction
detection using sound fingerprints could be improved by combining multiple sound
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fingerprints captured over longer periods of time, primarily because there were cases
where a randomly selected 10sec sound fingerprint captured a situation where the
actual social groups are not correctly mapped, perhaps when speech was not present
from the social group or from moments where background noise was too large. The
main hypothesis here was to (i) capture fingerprints of audio using duty cycling to
reduce energy consumption and (ii) to combine fingerprints these fingerprints by
calculating an average over n samples to improve the accuracy.
We experimented with combining multiple fingerprints for the detection of social
groups. This involved making modifications in the way that the weights in the social
network graph were calculated. Specifically, when the social graphs were formed,
the weight between two connected nodes was calculated using the average of the
fingerprint similarity over the number of n sound fingerprints recorded with a duty
cycling gap. In our experiments, we looked at combining 1, 2 and 3 fingerprints,
recorded at 20 seconds, 40 seconds and 60 seconds apart (sleeping). The results
showed that combining more fingerprints produced better precision, across multiple
experimental setups. Specifically, a duty cycling scheme of 3 sound fingerprints
with 40sec sleeping shows an average precision of 92% and a combination of 2
sound fingerprints with 40sec shows an average precision of 89%. Following this,
we concluded that for a setup of 3 samples/40sec sleeping is appropriate for the
higher precision, whilst a 2 samples/40sec sleeping scheme offers a good balance of
energy cost and precision. We chose to use 2 samples/40sec sleeping scheme, and
this boosted the performance of the system by 9.8% when compared to a system
which is truly continuously sensing. Moreover, the power consumption is reduced,
due to the system no longer needing to sense all of the time.
5.1.3 Optimisation
Speaking2Me introduced the work which used a Deep Learning Autoencoder to learn
encoded representations of a user’s voice. When using a Deep learning model, the
parameters need to be tuned in order to achieve the optimum results. Optimising
these hyperparameters can be a time consuming task, particularly if the process
is done manually where new configurations are done by hand. Therefore, we used
the Talos library [153] to carry out the configuration performance automatically via
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optimisation algorithms such as Random Search, Grid Search, and correlation-based
optimisation through an implementation written in Python and designed to work
with TensorFlow/Keras directly. The idea here was to automate the testing of
multiple permutations of hyperparameters to ensure that we are optimising the
model to achieve the best classification result. This was split into two processes:
• An initial pass, for determining how parameters respond well when tuned
• A refined pass, for refining each parameters value to be most optimal
For the configuration, we chose these specific parameters to investigate:
1. Learning rate - to investigate the effect this has on the validation loss over
multiple permutations
2. Batch size - to investigate which batch size performs the best
3. Layer activation - to investigate the effect of different layer activation tech-
niques
4. Optimizer technique - to determine which method from the Keras library
performs best
5. Filter Size - to determine the best number of filters (n) for layer one and the
corresponding number of filters (n ∗ 2) for layer two
5.1.3.1 Initial Pass
We ran Hyperparameter Optimization for over 500 permutations to produce a
collection of different model architectures and their validation loss. This was done to
develop an understanding of which parameters would best affect the validation loss
during training. For each permutation, the validation loss was calculated as the point
where Early Stopping had terminated after 3 consecutive epochs. We compared the
hyper-parameters to produce graphs which would visualise any obvious trends in
parameter selection, so that a more refined pass (see: 5.1.3.2) could be ran. At this
stage, a good batch size was unknown and this parameter was used to experiment
with how specific parameters performed across a variable batch size. The parameters
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we chose to investigate are available in table 5.1.
Parameter Group Value


















Batch Size Random range from 8 to 128
Filters Random range from 8 to 64
























Figure 5.1: Box diagram to demonstrate the effect that learning rate has on the
preliminary autoencoder model. lr is the ”learning rate”. We can see here that lr:
0.001 performs best because it has the lowest validation loss.
In figure 5.1 we can clearly see that a learning rate of 1.00−3 generally performs better
than 1.00−2 and 1.00−4. Based on these results, we decided that our refined pass at
Hyperparameter Optimization would need to explore how the learning rate performs
when using the values ranging between 1.00−3 and 1.00−4, specifically values which
incremented at 0.001.
Layer 1 Activation



















First Layer Activation Method
Figure 5.2: Box diagram to demonstrate the effect that the activation has on the
first convolutional layer in the preliminary autoencoder model
In our model we applied a random activation function to the first layer to determine
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which activation technique would perform best for our data set. We can see here in
figure 5.2 that PReLU out-performed any other activation function, and so it was
easy to conclude that in the refined pass, the first layer would need to always use
PReLU activation.
Layer 2 Activation



















Second Layer Activation Method
Figure 5.3: Box diagram to demonstrate the effect that the activation has on the
second convolutional layer in the preliminary autoencoder model
For the second convolution layer (see figure 5.3), the activation method didn’t seem
to have a massive effect on reducing validation loss across the multiple permutations
produced. Perhaps this was because the results of Hyperparameter Optimization
included models where the first layer was not PReLU activation. However, for the
final pass we considered all types of activation for the second layer for the refined
pass, with the hopes of determining which activation function would work best with
PReLU activated values obtained from the first layer.
Optimizer
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Figure 5.4: Box diagram to demonstrate the effect that the choice of optimizer has
on the preliminary autoencoder model
Regarding the use of optimizers, we sorted the entire output of the initial pass
by validation loss to discover that Nadam and Adam optimizers covered most of
the top 10 of models produced. However, the above box chart in figure 5.4 shows
that Adam performs better, whereas Nadam would typically under-perform across
multiple permutations. Therefore, in conclusion from the results shown in figure
5.4, for future optimization it will be best to exclude Adagrad, SGD and Nadam
optimizers, to focus more on how Adam and RMSProp optimizers perform.
5.1.3.2 Refined Pass
Using the results from section 5.1.3.1, we ran the Hyperparameter Optimization
again as a refined pass. We used this to determine the final model for our speaker
identification approach. The goal was to choose the best performing model out of
numerous permutations whilst compromising validation loss to ensure that fewer
learnable parameters were used, so that data size and computational cost would be
lower and more plausible for use in a smartphone device. We ran the Hyperparameter
Optimization again with a some modifications to capture the best model in a more
rigorous fashion: the first layer only used PReLU activation, the optimiser was a
selection between Adam and RMSProp, the learning rate would be a value between
1.00−4 and 1.00−3, the batch size would be a number between 8 and 128, and the
number of filters could range between 8 and 64 in multiples of 2. The number of
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classes (40) remained the same. Table 5.2 outlines this setup. We ran hyperparameter
optimization for 5750 permutations and recorded the results. Interestingly, the
following charts have been scaled to a maximum of 0.0005 validation loss, from the
original 0.02 validation loss, due to a significant initial improvement:
Parameter Group Value
First Layer Activation PReLU







Learning Rate Range from 1.00−4 to 1.00−3
Batch Size Random range from 8 to 128
Filters Random range from 8 to 64

























Figure 5.5: The effect that the optimizer choice (Adam or RMSProp) has on the
validation loss of the model, for the refined pass of hyperparameter optimization
For the refined pass for deciding the best optimizer, it was a choice between Adam or
RMSProp otimization techniques. Figure 5.5 shows that although the two perform
quite well, Adam optimizer generally performs better. Due to this, Adam will be
chosen as the optimization method in the final model architecture.
Batch Size





















Figure 5.6: The effect batch size choice has on the validation loss of the model, for
the refined pass of hyperparameter optimization
Figure 5.6 shows that in this architecture, a smaller batch size typically performs




















Figure 5.7: The effect that the number of filters has on the validation loss of the
model, The effect that the number of filters has on the validation loss of the model,
for the refined pass of hyperparameter optimization
Figure 5.7 shows that 40, 44, 48, 52, 56 and 64 filters will typically perform better
than other filter sizes. Considering that the model should be as lightweight as
possible, 64 filters will be used for the final model.
Learning Rate
Learning rate value




















Figure 5.8: The effect that learning rate has on the validation loss of the model, for
the refined pass of hyperparameter optimization. We can see here that most of the
refined learning rate values have a similar validation loss
The figure in 5.8 shows that learning rate from 1.00−4 to 1.00−3 perform around the
same. Therefore, we chose 5.00−4 as the learning rate for the final model, because it
performed best.
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Using the refined model presented in section 5.1.3.2, we trained the autoencoder
model using all 1251 speakers from VoxCeleb (as described in section 4.6.1.1). We
trained for 50 epochs, which was the moment that the Early Stopping detection
determined that the validation loss could not be improved any more. The validation
loss was calculated in the same was as in section 4.6.4. We also set the filters to
32 for the first layer and 64 for the second layer, set the optimiser to Adam, set
the activation for the first layer to PReLU and PReLU for the second layer, set
the learning rate to 5e-04 and set the batch size to 8. We validated against new
audio files for the 1251 speakers, which consisted of speech recorded in different
locations, with no overlap from the training data. We also validated each training
and validation sample with a pair, as described in section 4.6.4.
5.2 Implications of the Findings
The results obtained from the experimentation in this thesis agreed with the literature
and our original research questions. We wanted to look into how smartphones can
accurately track social interactions in different scenarios and also a sensing system
can be scalable and therefore utilised to capture the social context from other
participants who are not using the sensing system. On Reflection, what we showed
is that social interactions can be detected by using lightweight sensing modalities
and classified without the use of Machine Learning. Moreover, we also showed
that using state-of-the-art Deep Learning techniques, we can build a system which
uses audio to build a speaker database of people who a user interacts with during
social scenarios; by detecting new and existing speakers in an unsupervised way,
we can count the number of meaningful social contacts across time. These results
are ultimately different from other studies. For example, in Next2Me the work
introduces “Sound Fingerprints” as a lightweight data transmission to the cloud,
where a backend service can compare sound signals on demand and deliver contextual
data to a frontend device (a smartphone) in real-time. This opens the door to new
possibilities of tracking people, by being able to deliver the contextual information to
the user in real-time. For example, if we consider a use-case where participants have
memory issues, perhaps this system can be used to give the user instant information
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about the social interaction such as participant names and if they have met the same
person before.
In Speaking2Me we showed that by using state-of-the art Deep learning techniques
for speaker identification, we can establish if a given speech sample recorded by a
smartphone device belongs to a new or known speaker within a user’s database of
social contacts. The work in Speaking2Me mainly aimed to allow the detection of
social interactions using one smartphone only, targeting scenarios where metrics are
needed to be obtained in real time about the socialness of a single-user. By tracking
the unique speakers contained within a historical database of voices, a social sensing
system would be able to determine the count of speakers involved and match them
with previous encounters, to create new ways of tracking personal socialness over
time. Unlike most systems in the literature, Speaking2Me would work without the
need to modify the existing infrastructure of a building, and without all participants
needing to install the same app.
There are also, however, some practical implications for using these systems. There
might be some issues with privacy - an issue which is repeatedly raised in the research
topic. For Next2Me and Speaking2Me, it is unknown whether the top frequencies
or encoded representations can be reconstructed to reveal spoken contents of a
conversation. This may challenge the need to build a system which is robust against
privacy concerns of the user.
In conclusion, the research conducted aims to help people. Whether people suffer from
mental illnesses or whether people simply want to receive supplemental information
about their day-to-day lives, these systems are a contribution to the collection of
valuable digital data on the social scenarios that people experience.
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
In the design of Next2Me we focused on the detection of significant social interactions
that last for more than 5 minutes. This technique is robust for such social events, but
would not be appropriate for capturing short time and serendipitous interactions that
last for only a few seconds. Although such short interactions are beyond the scope of
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this work, the proposed technique could potentially be adapted with more aggressive
use of sound sensing to capture such short events. However, such an approach would
increase the power cost of sound sensing, and would require further exploration in
adaptive sensing approaches to mitigate energy issues. Furthermore, the physical
environment can have a significant impact on the performance of Next2Me.
In this work we demonstrated that the proposed system was robust against smart-
phone placement in participants’ pockets, but further investigation would be necessary
to fully explore the impact of the environment, such as higher/lower ceilings or signif-
icant acoustic echo. The implications of this limitation, is that reverberation could
cause poor results, for example, in social scenarios where all participants are in a
location where their voices echo or social scenarios with low ceilings, moving vehicles,
etc. For future work, we will organise user studies where participants attend set
up meetings and other social scenarios with a data collection app installed on their
smartphone devices.
In Speaking2Me, we focused on resolving the limitations of Next2Me where all
participants need to install the same smartphone app in order to curate an individual
data set when they are involved in a social interaction. It’s worth considering that
the system would need to sense too aggressively, and this might lead to privacy
concerns or power consumption concerns. However, the design of this system makes it
feasible to assume that an interested individual can use a specialised wearable device
that can track their social behaviour, or even utilise the technology within existing
smartphone devices, however, using this approach with wearable devices would help
to avoid the limitations imposed by mobile platforms and can help develop a more
secure and privacy aware system. Furthermore, the opportunity to develop tailored
power-saving solutions with hardware designed for audio sensing.
There is also future work that can be done within the exploration of the limitations of
power saving approaches by using adaptive duty-cycling techniques; by exploring the
additional context-aware triggers, we might be able to help implement an intelligent
duty cycling system. For example, if we were able to listen to spatiotemporal triggers,
we would be able to adapt duty cycling by discovering common patterns of social
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interactions and the development of a probabilistic model where sensing is adapted
according to the probability of social encounters in different contexts.
There is also room to explore the use of audio as a modality that can detect broader
contexts beyond social interactions. Considering sound as a more generic sensing
modality, it is possible to develop systems that can detect context such as the type
of environment a person is in, or even the type of activities they perform. This is
a broad area of researcher where in this work e.g audio fingerprinting and audio





This dissertation explored the sensing of human social interactions using smartphone
devices. We explored two main research questions: (1) how can smartphones
accurately track social interactions in different scenarios and (2) how can a suitable
sensing system be scalable and how can it be utilised to capture the social context
from other participants who are not using the sensing system. We presented the
experimentation and development of two main systems.
The first explored the tracking of social interactions between human participants in
different social scenarios, and the key findings were that we can accurately detect
social interactions from these scenarios with 88% accuracy in challenging scenarios,
where different social groups are within close proximity but actually contain unrelated
clusters of interacting people. This work also looked contributed to the issue of typical
approaches considering the use of co-location as a proxy for real-world interactions
and presented a collaborative system for capturing social interactions performed by
social groups which are within close proximity but separate by nature by using WiFi
data to determine if people are co-located and then compares the similarity of audio
fingerprints to distinguish social groups in close proximity. Existing work can also
requires special infrastructure and there is a lack of work that achieves good results
in challenging scenarios such as co-located multiple social interactions
The second system, looked into the scalability issues that can occur with sensing
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systems, such as all participants needing to install a tracking app. A key finding
here was that only one user can need to install the sensing app, and by utilising
unsupervised deep learning techniques, we can form a database of the social contacts
that a participant interacts with on a daily basis. This work acted as a separate and
scalable continuous tracking system which did not require all social contacts to use
the same technology. This system can capture social information by using the audio
signals only and uses a deep learning autoencoder to extract encoded representations
of people’s voices and then calculates speaker identification and speaker counting
using a trained binary classification neural network model. Typical solutions that
rely on audio, require training with voice samples of the participating users. All of
these can cause issues with scalability and there was a clear need for the development
of continuous social sensing systems that can operate in any environment.
6.1 Contributions
Our two systems contribute to solve the existing problems in the social sensing
domain. Firstly, many systems require modifications to existing infrastructure,
such as modification to WiFi access points or to install new technologies into the
infrastructure itself. Our systems are both independent, and do not require any
special infrastructure. The work in Next2Me only requires each participant to install
an app onto their Android devices. The second system, Speaking2Me is a sensing
system which can be turned into an Android app for a single participant to run
on their device. Moreover, the models from Speaking2Me are small enough to be
packaged inside the Android app itself.
Some systems require training data captured from newly enrolled speakers. Both of
our systems do not require any re-training of the systems. The technique Speaking2Me
is pre-trained and deployed as two standalone models: the autoencoder for producing
encoded representations of people’s voices, and a binary classification model.
Other systems are supervised and do not scale well when new speakers are introduced.
Both of our proposed systems are unsupervised, and can therefore scale well when new
social contacts are encountered. Next2Me can capture social interactions with 88%
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precision and Speaking2Me can perform speaker identification with 75% precision.
6.2 Reflection
Reflecting on the original research questions, we wanted to look into how smartphones
can accurately track social interactions in different scenarios. The work conducted in
the Next2Me system answers this question by presenting it’s novel and lightweight
methodology for tracking human social interactions in diverse environments using
Smartphone Devices and with the help of cloud computing. We also wanted to
investigate how a sensing system can be scalable and how can it be utilised to
capture the social context from other participants who are not using the sensing
system. The work in the Speaking2Me answers this research question by making use
of state-of-the-art deep learning methodologies to capture a list social contacts that
a user might interact with on a daily basis. By automating the testing of this system,
we show good precision of detecting a count of speakers involved in an interaction
tested against 100 randomly generated conversations.
6.3 Future Work
These systems would make great applications for healthcare. For example, a system
that can facilitate the monitoring of the quality of life for individuals, including social
interactions. They might also be able to provide assistance for people with social
anxiety or bipolar disorder to track their daily interactions and to bring awareness
about how social they are being. This might be approached by use Speaking2Me
system as a smartphone app to run experiments, which would use the count of
speakers as an indication of social levels for participants, and then explore correlation
between socialness and condition changes.
There might also be contributions to the transformation of solutions for custom made
wearable devices. In Speaking2Me, the detection of social interactions can happen
by a single individual. The design of this system makes it feasible to assume that an
interested individual can use a specialised wearable device that can track their social
behaviour. This approach would avoid the limitations imposed by mobile platforms
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and can help develop a more secure and privacy aware system. Furthermore, the
opportunity to develop tailored power-saving solutions with hardware designed for
audio sensing.
The work carried out in Next2Me showed that continuous sensing is possible using
lightweight sensing modalities. This can be used to develop and deploy large scale
sensing systems, including social contact tracing, memory augmentation and more.
However, these systems will never be used if the users do not trust them. More work
needs to be done to explore privacy concerns. The literature touches on this topic
quite a bit, and it would be my recommendation to explore privacy in social sensing
systems. Without the trust of users, large scale data collection is simply not possible
as an independent and optional app on a smartphone.
There is also future work to be done in the exploration of power saving approaches
using adaptive duty-cycling. By exploring the additional context aware triggers, we
might be able to help implement an intelligent duty cycling system, for example,
listening to spatiotemporal triggers to adapt duty cycling by discovering common
patterns of social interactions and the development of a probabilistic model where
sensing is adapted according to the probability of social encounters in different
contexts.
Moreover, the development of these systems should be continued. For example, in
Next2Me more work can be done to test the system against social interactions which
involve reverberation of restricted infrastructure (low ceilings, vehicles, corridors are
good examples). Since it’s original presentation, this work has also been cited numer-
ous times [163–165]. It is my recommendation that the review and comments from
others should be taken into consideration and can hopefully lead to the improvement
of this work.
Furthermore, is also room to explore the use of audio as a modality that can detect
broader contexts beyond social interactions. Considering sound as a more generic
sensing modality, it is possible to develop systems that can detect context such as
the type of environment a person is in, or even the type of activities they perform.
This is a broad area of research where in this work e.g audio fingerprinting and audio
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pattern embedding can be adjusted to capture more generic context.
Thank you for reading this thesis. I hope that my contributions will influence and
inspire the future research into Social Sensing, particularly with using Smartphone
Devices. And I also hope that the work outlined in this thesis will motivate the
community to explore the use of audio as a rich sensing modality in ubiquitous
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Participant Consent Form 
Next2Me: Detecting Social Interactions using Wi-Fi and Audio Fingerprinting 
in Smartphone Devices 
Jon Baker, Dr Christos Efstratiou 
School of Engineering & Digital Arts 
University of Kent 
 
 
I am a postgraduate research student in the School of Engineering and Digital Arts at the University of Kent. As 
part of my PhD thesis, I am conducting research under the supervision of Dr Christos Efstratiou and I am inviting 
you to participate in my study.  
 
The purpose of the study is to use Android smartphone devices to try and detect when multiple people are 
involved in a meaningful social interaction. This methodology involves collecting nearby Wi-Fi access point data to 
discover if people are within the same location, and then using audio data to confirm if a social interaction is 
taking place. 
 
This study involves installing an app onto your Android device to collect data about which Wi-Fi access points are 
discoverable by your device, as well as audio signals from the on-board microphone. This all happens inside an 
app called “Next2Me”, which will automatically collect data, including: Wi-Fi data continuously (just the access 
point name and signal strength) and 10-second long audio recordings, only when you’re near other participants. 
 
The findings from this study will help with the development of algorithms that can increase the accuracy of 
detecting social interactions using Wi-Fi and audio signals captured by the device.  
 
To participate in the study, you will be required to use an Android smartphone device, which may be provided 
with limited availability. The app should be installed onto your device, and kept running for the duration of the 
study. You will also need to enable location services for the duration of the study, since Android requires this for a 
Wi-Fi scan. 
 
All data obtained in this study will be assigned using a unique identification number. Your name will not be 
associated to the identification number. Any data recorded from the smartphone device will be only used for 
research purposes and never shared. Your Wi-Fi and audio data will never be distributed and will be used purely 
for analysis purposes.  
 
Your participation is completely voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time without penalty. You 
may also request for your data to be deleted at any time. 
 
All data will be kept on a secure University server and disposed after no more than 12 months. 
 
I confirm that I have read and understood the information above and have had the opportunity to ask 
questions. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time, without 
giving any reason, and without penalty.  
 
By signing this consent form, you are indicating that you fully understand the above information and agree to 
participate in this study.  
 
Participant's signature: _________________________________________  Date: ____/____/____ 
 
Participant's name (please print): ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
If you have any further questions or concerns about this study, please contact Jon Baker at j.baker@kent.ac.uk  
Figure B.1: Example of the participant consent form given to participants prior to
enrolling in the Next2Me study
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